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Plate I.-A den of Neotoma albigula albigula under Opuntia fulgida, typitrails through
cal of its cholla cactus habitation. Note den openings andSanta
Rita Exand over the joints of this formidable "jumping" cactus.
perimental Range, semi-desert type, wood rats abundant. Inset.-A whitethroated wood rat climbs a cholla. (Photos by C. T. Vorhies.)

LIFE HISTORY AND ECOLOGY OF THE WHITETHROATED WOOD RAT, NEOTOMA ALBIGULA
ALBIGULA HARTLEY, IN RELATION TO
GRAZING IN ARIZONA
BY
CHARLES T. VORHIES AND WALTER P. TAYLOR*

INTRODUCTION

Wood rats of the genus Neotoma, known also as pack rats or
trade rats, are among the most ubiquitous of native rodents in the
western United States. The genus is represented throughout the
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast regions, at practically all altitudes save the high Boreal zone, and in a wide variety of habitats.
It is doubtful, however, whether wood rats are anywhere more
abundant than in parts of the Lower Sonoran zone in Arizona.
Here Neotoma albigula is conspicuous, and because of its abundance on great areas of grazing range its ecology and economic
status in relation to the range should be known in detail.
Specific conclusions reached apply to the Lower Sonoran of
southern Arizona or closely similar regions and primarily to the
form Neotoma albigula albigula, though the authors have found
no definite evidence that the same general economic status does
not characterize other forms of the same species and probably
other species living in the Lower Sonoran zone.
Even so, it should be emphasized here again that in the opinion

of the authors the rodent problem is a local one (Vorhies and
in the light of investigations made and general conclusions
reached before important decisions are made as to control measures or other features of management.

Taylor, 1933, 472) , and that local situations deserve examination

METHODS AND CO-OPERATION

It is now 20 years since the Agricultural Experiment Station
of the University of Arizona, the United States Biological Survey,
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, and the United States
Forest Service entered into a co-operative agreement for study
of the ecology of the range lands of the Southwest, including investigations of the life histories of the rabbits and the more important rodents and their relations to vegetation. The small-animal studies have fallen largely to the present authors, who, during this time, have reported specifically upon the banner-tailed
kangaroo rat, Dipodomys spectabilis spectabilis (1922) , and the
jack rabbits, Lepus alleni alleni and L. californicus (1933) .
Wood rats have been under general observation throughout this

period, and for the reasons set forth above the white-throated
* Senior Biologist, Bureau of Biological Survey, United States Department
of the Interior.
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wood rat was chosen as the next species to receive critical study.
From 1932 to 1935 it was actively investigated by both writers
working together and separately, and by Vorhies alone from 1935
to 1938.

Field work was conducted chiefly in southern Arizona, centering on the Santa Rita Experimental Range of more than 50,000
acres about 35 miles south of Tucson, with some comparative
studies on the Jornada Experimental Range in southern New
Mexico. Taylor made collections and observations in southern
California and Texas, and Vorhies in northern Arizona on the
Kaibab Plateau and in the Chuska Mountains.
Hereafter in this bulletin when "the Range" is mentioned without full qualification, it refers to the Santa Rita Experimental
Range.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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IDENTIFICATION

The wood rat is so familiar to dwellers in the western United
States, where it is widely known in some of its many forms as
pack rat or trade rat, that general identification is scarcely necessary. While ratlike in appearance (Pl. II) , it is so mild in temperament and so much cleaner and less destructive than the
"domestic" rats that have followed man around the world that it
scarcely deserves to be thought of in the same category. Its general appearance is similar, but its pelage is softer and finer and
its tail soft-hairy in marked contrast to the hard, scaly tail of the
brown rat and its congeners.
Two groups of wood rats are readily distinguishable and have
been given subgeneric rank. Those of the subgenus Teonoma are
characterized by large, bushy tails and accordingly are known as
the bushy-tailed wood rats. They occur only from the western
Dakotas and Nebraska to the Pacific Coast and from Upper Sonoran to Transition and Canadian zones, chiefly in the last two. All
are subspecies of a single species, Neotoma cinerea. No bushytailed wood rat occurs in the southern portions of Arizona, New
Mexico, or California.

The other and more numerous group (subgenus Neotoma) is
represented throughout the West and occurs also in certain areas
as far east as New Jersey. It reaches its northern limit in Northwest Territory, Canada, and is found southward into Central
America. These "round-tailed" wood rats are especially common
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Plate II.-White-throated wood rat on Santa Rita Experimental Range.
(Biological Survey photo.)

in the southwestern arid regions and in the chaparral belts of the
coastal area, where their conspicuous dens form a noticeable feature of the landscape.
DESCRIPTION'
NEOTOMA ALBIGULA ALBIGULA HARTLEY
WHITE-THROATED WOOD RAT

Neotoma albigula Hartley, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., ser. 2,
vol. 4, pp. 157-59, pl. 12, May 9, 1894.

Type.-From vicinity of Fort Lowell, Pima County, Arizona. No.
1336, y adult, Museum of Stanford University; collected
by W. W. Price and R. L. Wilbur, June 14, 1893.

General characters

This wood rat is a pinkish buff wood rat of medium size with
entire throat, pectoral, and inguinal regions pure white to roots
1 The authors are indebted to E. A. Goldman of the Biological Survey for
help with this.
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of hairs; tail moderately haired, bicolor; first upper molar with
anterointernal re-entrant angle relatively shallow, usually extending less than one half the distance across anterior lobe. In

size, color, and hairiness of tail it closely resembles forms of Neotoma mexicana which usually inhabit higher elevations, but the
pure white instead of dusky basal color of the fur on the pectoral
region, and cranial details, especially the shallower anterointernal

angle in the first upper molar, are usually distinctive. It is not
very unlike some subspecies of Neotoma lepida in general external appearance but is larger and more robust; basal color of
fur on throat white instead of more or less distinctly dusky; auditory bullae actually as well as relatively smaller. It is similar in
general color to the subspecies of Neotoma stephensi which are
overlapped in geographic range, but larger, with white instead of
basally dusky throat and distinctly shorter haired, less sharply
bicolor tail.
Compared with the various intergrading subspecies typical albigula differs as follows: from warreni in more bully, less grayish

coloration, and larger auditory bullae; from venusta in smaller
size and less angular skull; from mearnsi in darker color (lacking
the extreme pallor of the latter) ; from sheldoni and melas in paler
color (sheldoni and melas are local forms in Sonora and New
Mexico, respectively, whose dark color appears to be associated
with that of the lava beds they inhabit) ; from melanura in paler
general color, grayer tail, and more massive skull, with larger
auditory bullae; from leucodon in smaller size, paler color, and
skull with less strongly developed supraorbital ridges; from durangae in smaller size and skull with broader frontals and relatively lighter dentition.
Color

Fresh pelage.-Upper parts in general near pinkish buff (Ridg-

way, 1912) , purest on cheeks, shoulders, flanks, and thighs, mod-

erately mixed with black on top of head and over back; under
parts white, the hairs pure white to roots on throat, pectoral, and
inguinal regions, and mouse gray or light mouse gray basally
across abdomen overlaid with white, the dark undercolor tending
to show through; ears thinly clothed with dusky hairs; vibrissae
black; feet white; ankles more or less distinctly dusky; tail sharply bicolor, varying from grayish brown to brownish black above
along median line occupying about two fifths of circumference,
white below and along lower part of sides for about three fifths
of distance around.

Worn pelage.-Not materially different in color from fresh
pelage as a rule, but upper parts become somewhat duller or
more rusty in tone, especially in old adults.
Young (in first pelage).-Ground color usually somewhat grayer, less buff y than in adults.
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MEASUREMENTS AND WEIGHTS

External measurements of N. a. albigula include the usual:
total length, from tip of nose to end of tail vertebrae, measured
before skinning; tail vertebrae, length from point in angle when
tail is bent at right angle to body, to tip without hairs; ear from
notch, length from notch at bottom of external opening to tip exclusive of hairs; hind foot, length from heel to tip of longest claw.
Bobtailed individuals are prevalent to a degree that attracts attention, and, since in taking measurements this mutilation affects
total length as well as tail length, it is a simple but important
matter to record. Thus it was found that fourteen out of ninetyone males (15.3%) had lost some part of the tail. Only four
(4.3%) of ninety-three females taken at the same times and
places were bobtailed. This may indicate a fighting tendency
among males. It is a fact that Neotoma cannot be picked up or
even held by the tail, so readily does the skin slip off. Thus the
animal leaves a portion of the tail skin in the grasp of a would-be
captor, while it goes free. Whatever portion is thus denuded then
dries up and sloughs off, leaving a more or less bobtailed condition. Seemingly this is a type of autotomy.
Average measurements of 172 adults of both sexes, mostly from
the Santa Rita Experimental Range are: total length, 329 millimeters (218-370) ; tail vertebrae, 141 (111-167) ; ear from notch,
27.6 (24-31) ; hind foot, 33.6 (31-37). The average weight of 184
individuals of both sexes was 203.7 grams (136-294).
Averages of ninety-two females: total length, 320 (218-359) ;
tail vertebrae, 142 (109-167) ; ear from notch, 27.5 (24-31) ; hind
foot, 33.3 (31-36) ; weight, 181 grams (143-260) It is worthy of
note that the heaviest female recorded was not pregnant.
Averages of eighty males: total length, 331 (298-370) ; tail ver.

tebrae, 140 (111-164) ; ear from notch, 27.8 (26-30) ; hind foot, 34.6
(31-37) ; weight, 217 grams (136-294). It will be noticed that the

males of N. albigula are consistently larger (heavier) than the
females, the average difference being 36 grams, or 19.8 per cent
heavier. Yet the minimum weight record used is that of a male,
indicating a probability that the individual was a juvenile, although exclusion of immature specimens was intended. These
measurements agree approximately with those of the same subspecies recorded by Howell (1926, 11).
The heaviest males weigh more than % pound, in fact the average weight of males is very close to that amount. Comparison of
the measurements shows that the body of the male is longer and
bulkier than that of the female for, while the males average 11
millimeters longer than the females, the former have tails averaging 2 millimeters less than that of females. Ear measurements are
almost identical for the two sexes, and the hind feet of males are
only slightly larger than those of females.
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OCCURRENCE
DISTRIBUTION

Neotoma albigula albigula is found in desert plains and mountains in Lower and Upper Sonoran zones from northern New Mex-

ico and northeastern Arizona south, east of the Sierra Madre, to
southern Coahuila, Mexico, and from central Texas to western
Arizona, thence south along the western side of the Sierra Madre
to central Sonora (Fig. 1) . Beyond the limits of the extensive
120
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Figure 1.-Map of distribution of the subspecies of Neotoma albigula. (Prepared by E. A. Goldman, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C.,
and Chas. T. Vorhies, University of Arizona.)

range outlined the intergradation of typical albigula with the following less widely dispersed, mainly peripheral, subspecies may
safely be assumed: with warreni in northeastern New Mexico;
with venusta along the Colorado River valley in western Arizona;
with mearnsi in extreme southwestern Arizona and northwestern
Sonora; with sheldoni along the edge of the Pinacate lava in northeastern Sonora; with melanura in central Sonora; with melas of

the lava beds near Carrizozo, New Mexico, the local range of
which seems to be encircled; with durangae along the eastern
basal slopes of the Sierra Madre in southwestern Chihuahua and
central Durango; and with leucodon in southeastern Coahuila.
Type localities of these subspecies are as follows:
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N.a. albigula-Old Fort Lowell, near Tucson, Arizona.

N.a. warreni-Gaume's Ranch, Baca County (northwest cor-

ner) , Colorado.
N.a. venusta-Carrizo Creek, San Diego County, California.
N.a. mearnsi-Tinajas Altas, Tinajas Altas Mts., Yuma County,

Arizona.

N.a. sheldoni-Pinacate Mountains (malpais) , Sonora, Mexico.
N.a. melas-Lava beds (malpais) near Carrizozo, Lincoln Coun-

ty, New Mexico.

N.a. melanura-Ortiz, Sonora, Mexico.
N.a. leucodon-San Luis Potosi, State of San Luis Potosi, Mexi-

co.

N.a. durangae-San Gabriel, N.W. Durango, Mexico.
N.a. laplataensis-Mancos, Montezuma County, S.W. Colorado.
N.a. brevicauda-Castle Valley, Grand County Utah.
The species albigula is usually replaced on the upper slopes of
the higher mountains by subspecies of Neotoma mexicana, and its
general range is also overlapped in places by those of subspecies
of Neotoma lepida and Neotoma stephensi.
HABITAT

In southern Arizona Neotoma albigula albigula is a conspicuous
resident of the Lower Sonoran zone, occurring in practically every
type of habitat, save in irrigated areas, from near sea level (Yuma
County) to and beyond the upper limits of that zone. It is, however, much more abundant in certain plant associations and shelter conditions than in others. By no means restricted to this zone,
it is found commonly, though less often abundantly, in the Upper

Sonoran zone, even to its upper limits; and, at least in northern
Arizona, is found also in suitable places in the Transition zone up
to nearly 7,000 feet. One specimen, an adult female, was taken

at an altitude of 8,200 feet in the Santa Rita Mountains, Pima
County, Arizona. Its frequent occurrence in the same localities
with Neotoma stephensi stephensi, N. mexicana pinetorum, N. m.
fa/lax (one record) , and N. micro pus, together with the close simi-

larity of den structure of these forms, renders determination of
its habitat preferences a matter of difficulty. Observation of dens
is not sufficient to determine which species is present. Trapping
and precise identification are necessary.
To test some of the factors determining the preferred habitat of
the wood rat, counts of dense were made on the rather hard, sandy
mesa south of Box Canyon on the Santa Rita Experimental Range
and in the neighboring wash bottom with light, sandy, alluvial
soil. Three pairs of strip counts were made, each pair identical
in width and length, one of each pair on the mesa, the other in the
adjoining wash bottom. Results are shown in Table 1.
2 Except for certain periods during the breeding season, each occupied wood
rat den is used by a single animal. Therefore a count of occupied dens is
an excellent and reasonably accurate census of the number of wood rats.
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TABLE 1.-CORRELATION OF WOOD RAT DENS WITH PRESENCE
OF SHELTER PLANTS.

Size of
strips
30' wide
2,890' long;
area 1.97
acres

30' wide
5,280' long;
area 3.61
acres

30' wide
2,900' long;
area 1.98
acres

On mesa-soil sandy, hard
packed

Shrubs scattered
Dens in open
3
Beneath shelter plants.... 7
Total

Rate per acre

10
5

Shrubs numerous
8
Dens in open
Beneath shelter plants....45
Total

Rate per acre
Shrubs scattered
Dens in open
Beneath shelter plants
Total

Rate per acre

53
14.6
2

4
6
3

In wash-soil loose, light,
alluvial sand

Shrubs numerous
Dens in open
Beneath shelter plants
Total

Rate per acre
Shrubs numerous
Dens in open
Beneath shelter plants
Total

Rate per acre
Shrubs numerous
Dens in open
Beneath shelter plants
Total

Rate per acre

2

32

34
17.2
0

55
55
15.2
3

38
41

20.7

Obviously in this instance the abundance of wood rat dens is
governed by the numbers of suitable bushes available for shelter.
Where shrubs are numerous in this general locality, whether mesa

or bottom land, there occupied wood rat dens occur at rates of

from 14.6 to 20.7 per acre, with an average occurrence of 16.4 per
acre. .Where bushes are scarce, they are present only at the rate
of four per acre. Evidently wood rat abundance is not determined
by the character of the soil but primarily by the numbers of suitable bushes available for shelter. Extensive observation supports
these data.
The wood rat uses a wide variety of bushes for den protection,
those most used being shown by Table 6. Any bush affording

good protection may be utilized, as shown by the authors' and
many other observations. Dens have been noted under Hyptis,
ironwood, and Anisacanthus near Tinajas Altas (Yuma County) ;

under Gambel oak, Mingus Mt., and Yucca baccata, Juniper Mts.
(Yavapai County) ; under Dasylirion and Quercus wilcoxi, Mt.
Turnbull (Graham County) ; and under Agave and Berberis, Mescal Mts., (Gila County) . On the Jornada Experimental Range in
New Mexico and elsewhere where yuccas are plentiful the dens
are commonly under those plants. The white-throated wood rat
is notably scarce in a pure Covillea association, where both food
and good protection are scanty.
The authors have noted large and conspicuous dens of albigula
beneath juniper and pinyon pine in the Upper Sonoran pinyon-

juniper association south of Holbrook and Winslow, Arizona,
where they took both albigula and stephensi in the same trap
lines (Pl. III, 1).
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Plate III.-1, Pinyon-Juniper woodland, Sitgreaves National Forest near
Show low, Arizona. Wood rats common; both N. a. albigula and N. stephensi taken here. 2, Discovered! A white-throated wood rat in its runway
shelter after the "lid is off." Mesquite bean storage. (Biological Survey
photos.)

Goldman (notes) in 1916 recorded albigula "in yellow pine and
oak forest at 5,500 to 6,000 feet" on the Natanes Plateau, Gila
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County, where he noted dens "under or alongside fallen logs in
thickets of willow and Ceanothus along small stream banks," an
unusual habitat for the common wood rat of the extensive arid
Lower Sonoran in southern Arizona. Koeberlinea spinosa, Rhus
microphylla. and Atriplex canescens have been noted by Goldman as sheltering wood rat dens. in New Mexico (Las Cruces,
Lake Valley, and Socorro County) . In the mesquite forest of the
Santa Cruz River bottom near Tucson, nests are found under (or
in) canyon hackberry (Celtis reticulata) and elderberry (Sambucus mexicana). One nest was observed at a height of 8 feet above
the ground. Other plants beneath which albigula dens occasionally occur are "oak brush," Rhus trilobata. bear grass (Nolina),
and even saguaro or giant cactus, though the latter affords little
shelter (Pl. III, 2) .
The white-throated wood rat is, however, by no means restricted to trees or shrubs for shelter for its dens. It will on occa-

sion use the holes and crevices in cut banks of earth along washes.
Where rocky prominences or foothills occur, with often a consequent reduction in numbers of shrubs, the animal makes effective
use of available rock crevices, in or about which it may pile more
or less of such loose debris as may be at hand. These rock dens
are usually quite impregnable strongholds against all enemies
save such as are small enough to enter the openings, and this fact
the animal seems to recognize.
At Chiweton Hill on the Papago Indian Reservation, west of
Tucson, where the vegetation of the flat was mesquite, creosote
bush, and Franseria sp., wood rat dens were scarce on the flat but
abundant in cracks of the basaltic hills. The same observation
has been made repeatedly in similar country in southern Arizona.
On the other hand at Alamo Well, in the Ajo Mountains, Pima
County, Arizona, albigula occurs commonly in the canyon and to

the tops of the rocky ridges several hundred feet above, but is
less common in the rocky ledges than in the flats. This may be
due to the character of the rocks, which perhaps afford less deep
and extensive recesses for shelter than do the basaltic or lava
formations. The latter seem usually to afford an abundance of

deep and tortuous retreats.
Familiarity with Lower Sonoran wood rat territory gives a distinct impression that cactus of the genus Opuntia is a most important factor in determining the abundance of albigula. In those
areas of the Santa Rita Experimental Range where cactus is most

abundant wood rats are most plentiful, and they are distinctly
less numerous where cactus is scarce. The range conditions favorable to albigula are practically the reverse of those found for
the banner-tailed kangaroo rat. (Vorhies and Taylor, 1922, 9,
Figs. 1 and 2) . In an area a few miles west of Congress Junction,

Yavapai County, where prickly pear occurs in the densest stand
known in Arizona, this species is very abundant. Near Encinal,
La Salle County, Texas, where exist some of the most extensive
and densest growths of prickly pear in the Southwest, wood rats
were very numerous in 1930.
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Where, on the other hand, cactus is scarce wood rats are usually
few in number. Thus, at Grantham's Store in the Sulphur Spring
Valley, Cochise County, Arizona, in 1933, where cactus was absent, only one den was found in 2 days' work. Furthermore, a
4-mile search on the grassy plains of the Empire Ranch, Pima and
Santa Cruz counties, Arizona, in 1934 revealed not a single N.
albigula den. Cactus is scarce or absent on this range also.
D. A. Spencer, in the Verde Valley, Yavapai County, Arizona,
in 1934, noted that where prickly pear was abundant wood rats
sometimes occurred up to twelve per acre, and that on immense
tracts without cactus the rat was absent or very scarce.

The relation between the cactus and the wood rat is by no

means dependent solely upon the factor of protection. The various species of Opuntia furnish an important food supply for N.
albigula. This is evidenced not only by the destruction of portions of the stems or joints of those in which there are wood rat
dens (Pl. IV, 1) but by abundant instances of wood rat work on
other cactus plants some distance from actual dens. Also within
wood rat dens, whether situated under cactus or at some distance,
are found stored and partly eaten cactus fruits and joints. The
full importance of cactus as a food of albigula will appear in the
section on food habits.
This association is likely to be fatal to the cactus involved, particularly in the case of prickly pear; and at the same time is fur-

ther proof of the importance to the wood rat of aboveground
protection. Of eighteen dens found in the open (Table 1) twelve
were originally located beneath a prickly pear which had later

died. In the other six cases the original bush, if any, could not be
identified. The dens still remained, but other observations indicate that eventually in such a case the den is abandoned. About
one den in a dozen found in the open may still be occupied. It is
obvious that in remaining in such a den the wood rat is tempting
fate in the form of some marauding coyote or great horned owl.
Prickly pears where a wood rat den is located often die in the
center. Apparently the immediate cause of death of the cactus is
not necessarily the mechanical injury, for the wood rat does not
eat sufficient quantities of the plant for this. The presence of the
mass of material of a large den, perhaps aided by the gnawing,
seems to create favorable conditions for a fungus or disease which
kills the plant. But the prickly pear may yet survive and even

multiply. As the center dies, young growth often starts at the
periphery through the rooting of joints in contact with the ground.
So at last there may be more prickly pears than before!
Practically all the principal plants used as shelter by albigula
are of some importance also as food sources, as will be shown in

the section on food habits.

Neotoma albigula seems to thrive under a variety of extreme
climatic conditions as noted specifically by Taylor at Bates Well,
near Ajo, Arizona, in June, 1932, as follows: "Here is one place
where excessive heat must prevail over much of the year. The
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Plate IV.-1, White-throated wood rat den in prickly pear, showing ex-

tensive gnawing of the cactus. 2, Den in creosote desert at base of saguaro,
an unusual location with little protection. (Biological Survey photos.)

lava rocks of near-by hills were still hot at night. Even in the

morning, after an all-night radiation, and before sunrise, the rocks
were still hot. It is likely the wood rat can get down deep enough
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to be fairly cool." The occurrence of the species from this condition to the rather severe winter climate of the south rim of the
Grand Canyon at 6,800 feet altitude indicates adaptation to a remarkable range of temperature within the habitat.
Finally, albigula, like most other wood rats, does not hesitate
to invade human habitations and structures (Pl. V, 4), especially
country homes and mountain cabins not in continuous use. Homesteaders sometimes find them invading their houses. In one instance a white-throated wood rat carried material for a large den
into the attic of an occupied house and had severed an insulated
electric light wire.
Apparently of very similar habits, living often in the same locality with albigula, and perhaps, therefore, of similar economic
status, are certain other species of wood rats. The files of the Biological Survey contain evidence of this as follows:
"The white-throated wood rat's habits are very similar to those
of N. fallax, which is found mostly in the timber about hollow
logs and trees from the foothills to 10,000 feet. However, it is
more numerous in the lower regions about the roots of junipers on stony hillsides." (Manzano Mts., N. Mex., Gaut, Oct. 3Dec. 22, 1903.)

"Nests often occur in close proximity to those of N. fallax,

which was only found along rocky ledges." (San Mateo Mts., N.
Mex., Goldman, Sept. 1909.)
Goldman, in New Mexico in August, 1909, noted that Neotoma
albigula was "abundant in nests about the bases of the cholla cactus (Opuntia) along the eastern base of the Magdalena Mountains. Several were caught on the same ground occupied by Neotoma micropus canescens"; and "near the Ojo de la Parida, 10
miles northeast of Socorro, Neotoma albigula lives along a rocky
ledge within a few yards of the burrows of Neotoma micropus
[the latter] in clumps of coarse grass growing in soft soil." Bailey, however, on a cross-country trip from Colorado, Texas, to
Amarillo, in May, 1899, noted a difference between the habitats of
Neotoma albigula and N. micropus. The latter was found in the
open, the former in the'rocks.
In the Grand Canyon, Arizona, region (south rim) , N. mexicana
pinetorum is frequently associated with albigula. In August, 1913,
Goldman wrote that
two [albigula] were taken among loose rocks about which Ephedra bushes
were growing on a warm slope at 6,500 feet, within 200 yards of where
N. m. pinetorum was taken among Douglas spruces and scrub oaks
in a
cooler angle of the canyon wall. Common on dry hillsides at 3,800 feet,
near Indian Gardens, and associated with N. lepida devia along the Tonto
sandstone ledges bordering the canyon of Indian Garden Creek at about
3,500 feet [and in August, 1916] at this point (Bass Camp) N. albigula is
associated with N. m. pinetorum, the two inhabiting the same ledges.

Taylor, on July 29, 1925, took one albigula and three N. m. pine-

torum in the same trap line at Deadman Flat, north of the San
Francisco Mountains; and at Cataract Canyon in 1916 he recorded
that

Plate V.-1, Adult white-throated wood rat and two litters of young from
one den-an unusual den population. 2, Warble (Cuterebra larva) issuing from throat of dead wood rat. 3, The young cannot be shaken off; a
warble may be seen in throat of adult. 4, A wood rat takes advantage of
artificial shelter. (1, 2, 3, Biological Survey photos; 4, photo by A. A.
Nichol.)
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three and possibly four wood rats referable to this species (albigula) were
taken on the rocks . . . on September 20. One specimen . . . looks something like N. M. pinetorum, to which it may be referable. All the specimens of N. a. albigula came from the lowest tier of rocks, in contrast to the
examples of stephensi, which came from higher up.

Several references are at hand to occurrences of stephensi and
albigula in the same area in New Mexico as well as in Arizona.
Bailey, in October, 1908, 35 miles south of Chaco Canyon, New

Mexico, "in the evening caught a hairy-tailed rat, Neotoma

stephensi, and in the morning an albigula in the same trap." In
September of the same year he had recorded both albigula and
stephensi numerous in the country around Gallup, New Mexico.
In May, 1916, Goldman found albigula on the Natanes Plateau,
Arizona, "at about 5,600 feet ... associated with Neotoma stephensi "; and also "along the rocky ridge south of Salt River they occupy the same hillsides and occupy the same kind of local situations as Neotoma stephensi, which is more restricted in range."
Further north, the same investigator found in 1914 at St. Johns,
that "along the sandstone cliffs eight miles east of town this rat
(albigula) occurs along with N. stephensi but appears to be less
numerous than that species"; and on the Hualpai Indian Reservation in 1913 "common about rocks and ledges in the lower edge of
pinyon belt at 5,000 feet along the east side of Prospect Valley.
N. stephensi was taken about rocks in the same vicinity." Taylor
in 1916, in the Prescott region noted that "this species also occurred in the rocks several hundred feet above our camp on a
northwest facing slope of nearly Transition complexion, here
being associated in the same habitat with Neotoma stephensi."
With the information at hand, the authors are unable to point
out any consistent difference in habitat between Neotoma albigula
and its associated congeners.
GENERAL HABITS
GREGARIOUSNESS

While dens of Neotoma albigula are very often conspicuously
abundant in a favorable area, it is doubtful whether this indicates
a gregarious tendency. Were the species truly gregarious there
should be obvious colonies alternating with unoccupied areas even
in the more suitable habitats; but as a matter of fact, density of
wood rat population varies rather evidently in direct relation to
the character of the environment.
DAILY AND SEASONAL ACTIVITY
Time of activity

Although albigula is primarily nocturnal in habit (as are all
other species of Neotoma) several instances of daytime activity
have been noted in the field, especially in the early evening. Wood
rats have been seen abroad at noontime, and occasionally taken in
traps during mid-day hours, while captures in traps about sunset
are not at all unusual.
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Without more evidence it is impossible to say with certainty
whether these wood rats are equally active at all hours of the
night. Trapping experience indicates greater activity during the

early hours of the night, especially during the colder seasons when

the night temperature falls rapidly. Caged individuals when

being watched were active only at night but when unwatched rearranged cholla joints about the nest box in twilight between 5
and 6 p.m. (November)

The white-throated wood rat remains active throughout the
year, although probably less so on wet, cold nights than in drier
weather.

Work

Taylor observed a caged individual transporting the cholla

joints which albigula so strongly favors as food, den, and fortification material. Joints up to 3 or 4 inches in length may be carried freely by grasping the stem or less spiny end with the teeth
and holding it clear, horizontally or almost vertically. Larger

pieces are grasped by a spine or at an unprotected spot and
dragged backward. Occasionally, the body is used to assist in
"heaving" a large piece into carrying position, and that without

getting stuck, though it is virtually impossible for the human

hand to touch a cholla without becoming firmly and painfully attached thereto.
It seems evident that the white-throated wood rat is virtually
"immune" to cactus spines, for it climbs freely in both cholla and
prickly pear, runs about over piles of cholla joints, and transports

them without, normally, ever getting stuck. That wood rats
should climb, as evidenced by portions eaten, all over a prickly
pear plant with its numerous pads of glochids without harm to
their soft-soled feet is perhaps even more remarkable than their
ability to wander over such cholla species as 0. fulgida at will.
The authors have never observed a wood rat under natural conditions which had been stuck with spines or which showed any
evidence of injury from them; but the animals get badly stuck
up when driven by pursuit into unnatural and violent contact with
cactus spines. They are then ill at ease and in evident pain.
Play

Bailey in 1931 (notes) recorded the activities of a pair (male
and female) of caged albigula and noted no fighting between the
two. Instead, they played, spun either a wheel or disk provided,
and carried movable objects about, "finding as much to occupy
their time in a few sticks as the most inveterate solitaire player
does in a pack of cards." But a turntable (disk) provided by
Taylor was not used at all by his captives.
Fighting

Taylor introduced a male albigula into a cage already occupied
by another male. Trouble began at once, the newcomer driving
the first male from the nest box and pursuing him relentlessly.
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The first made no effective resistance, seemed in terror of its

life, and was finally removed from the cage after about 24 hours
of the reign of terror. On another occasion, however, a female
was placed in the cage with this cantankerous male and the two,
after some foot thumping and unseen encounters in the nest box,
seemed to have decided to live peaceably together-the male in
the nest box and the female outside, however! Together they
became too noisy for the investigator's sleeping hours and, after
a day or two, were separated. In fact, save for some male-female
combinations, wood rats cannot be confined together, resembling
kangaroo rats in this respect.
After more than 4 months in captivity Taylor's male wood rat
was released, still in good condition, but not appreciably tamer at
the end of this period than when captured.
Voice and signals

The white-throated wood rat so rarely utters a vocal sound that
field observations alone might indicate it to be voiceless save that
disturbed or hungry young may be heard to give a shrill, but fine
squeak. The adults may utter a plaintive protesting squeak when

captured with the hands or, according to Bailey, give a sharp

scream when seriously injured. Bailey, on the Santa Rita Range,
in January, 1921, recorded (notes) that "on one occasion when
the male was chasing the female at the beginning of the mating
season one or both were uttering a low chirping note."
Foot signals, or alarm notes, are commonly used by disturbed
wood rats. The rat taps on the ground with the hind feet. The

sound is a dull thump on the ground, is more noticeable on a
wooden floor, and in a metal trap or cage is loud and vibrant.
Bailey noted that two caged animals a little way apart used this

tapping for communication, answering back and forth with regular signals. The taps may be slower or faster, softer or more

vigorous, and may well serve as a means of communication.

Vestal (1938, 36) reported for N. fuscipes annectens a "clattering"
sound made by vibrating the tail, and evidently used as a signal.
He also heard, among other sounds, a peculiar whine and a rela-

tively loud chatter. These sounds have never been noted for
albigula, unless chirping mentioned by Bailey corresponds to the
chattering referred to by Vestal.
EXTENT OF HOME RANGE

The active movements of Neotoma albigula must be considerable in the aggregate, even if not individually extensive in radius,

as indicated by the well-worn trails radiating from each den.

These trails form a complex network-a system of connecting runways linking den with den over wide areas. It would be possible for a wood rat, if so inclined, to travel hundreds of yards, even
miles, in a well-populated territory without departing from a wellmarked trail. There is no evidence that any such extensive journeys are undertaken, while, in fact, the apparent permanence of
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den habitation and ownership strongly indicates a home-loving
animal of relatively limited range. Each den being individually
occupied, the males and females have separate homes, there must
be intercommunication during the breeding season. The trails,
however, appear well used at all times, and there can be little
doubt that the animals nightly range actively back and forth between dens. The trails pass through cover when available, and
commonly are very much used where prickly pear and cholla
cacti, unoccupied by dens, are used as feeding stations, shelter,
and sources of den material. Unoccupied prickly pears often show
as much use as the home cactus, indicated by a maze of trails, by
heavy use as forage, and by quantities of feces.
The authors have no experimental data, such as banding-and-

release records, from which to determine the extent of home range
save the note by Taylor on one occasion that a wood rat released
200 feet from its own den was retaken near the original point of
capture. Occasionally, also, these animals are trapped 50 feet dis-

tant from a den. This might well occur oftener, save that most
trapping for specimens is naturally done near the occupied dens.
In view of the abundance and extent of trails, these distances occasion no surprise.
In the vicinity of the Turkey Creek Ranger Station, Chiricahua

Mountains, Arizona, Taylor noted in 1933 that dens were
as much as 1/2 mile apart. This suggested the possibility
that the distance between dens in sparsely populated areas is
an indication of the possible maximum extent of home range,
since the sexes must mingle. Under conditions encountered in
the above locality then, albigula may have a maximum home
range of about 160 acres (1/2 mile square) . In all probability,
however, the animal migrates out of its true home range in search
of mates, so the figures are little more than suggestive. It is of

course possible that these scattered individuals were pioneers

some distance from their normal range. Colton (1933) has shown
that N. mexicana pinetorum travels far in activity wheels. "The
rats averaged from 5.3 miles to 11.4 miles per night. . . . The maximum distance recorded by one rat in a night was 33.7 miles. Two
other rats had single night record maxima of over 20 miles. . . ."
The authors' general observations indicate that albigula is an active animal, probably not greatly differing from mexicana in this
respect. On the other hand, Lay and Baker (1938) working with

the Attwater wood rat found evidence of rather restricted but
overlapping home ranges; and individuals released as much as 1/2
mile from home did not return, although they did get back from

distances of 1,360 feet in woodland which included their home
territory.
From the maximum population of 20.7 per acre (p. 511) a minimum home range of 1/20 acre, or an area less than 50 feet square,
may be postulated. Vestal (1938, 22) found the same maximum
population for N. fuscipes near Berkeley, California, in 1936.
The white-throated wood rat has a strong instinct to depend on
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the shelter of its den and will sometimes refuse to leave the site,
even when its den has been completely wrecked (Pl. III, 2) . The
occupant is generally found in the remotest and safest part of the
den (if this can be found) , and this is seldom the nest. More commonly the retreat is a cul-de-sac at one side or deep down or is
under the protection of a heavy root or in a hollow, if available,
of the protecting tree or shrub.
If finally forced to flee, the wood rat appears to be familiar with

the maze of trails in its territory. A hard-pressed individual
sometimes climbs into the top of its sheltering bush or cactus
(Pl. I, inset) , thus demonstrating at once both its agility and grace

in climbing and its ability to clamber unharmed even in the

formidable cholla.
There is no evidence whatever of any movements that could be

called migratory, nor would migrations under normal circumstances be expected of an animal so permanently housed as the

wood rat.

BREEDING HABITS
INDICATIONS OF BREEDING

Since the female sex shows the most unmistakable physical

signs of breeding activity, little attention need be given the males.
While the latter have definitely enlarged testes during the period
of sexual activity, the individual and seasonal variations in size
render this feature a less accurate and useful means of determin-

ing the breeding season than data secured from females. In the
female an enlarged or congested uterus indicates either near approach of sexual activity or recent parturition, and in the latter
case "scars" may serve to indicate the number of young as accurately as the actual presence of embryos. Scars, except where
clearly defined, are not used in determining litter sizes. Suckling females are readily identified, and the number of young is
often determinable because of their tenaciousness in holding to
the mother's teats (Pl. V, 1, 3) .
SEX RATIO

The authors have recorded the sex of 471 adult and nearly adult
Neotoma albigula. Of this number 233 were males, and 238 were

females, a ratio of 49.5 per cent to 50.5 per cent-a remarkably
equal proportion. No individuals less than about two-thirds
grown were included. These include all months, and the major
portion of 2 years, with occasional records outside that period of
time.

BREEDING SEASON AND RATE

The breeding season of the wood rat does not extend through
the year as one might be inclined to expect from familiarity with
"rats" and mice. It is in fact hardly as long a season as that of
jack rabbits (Vorhies and Taylor, 1933, 493, 494) . During the
last 4 months of the calendar year, no pregnancies were recorded
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save one exceptional case in November. On December 21, 1932,

of six females taken five had enlarged uteri, indicating the beginning of the breeding season. Breeding comes in strongly in
January but continues only into August (Table 2) . It is highly
probable that successive litters may be produced with only very
short intervals between, but lack of information on the gestation
period, and the time required for the young to become independent, or nearly independent, renders an estimate of the litters per
year very hazardous. (The gestation period of N. fuscipes is 33
days, Wood, 1935, 108.)

TABLE 2.-NEOTOMA ALBIGULA, BREEDING FEMALES
MONTHS).

Month

No'

No. not

females breeding

No.

pregnant

No
Per cent
breed- breed-

ing*

ing

January

22

8

4

14

64

February

15

4

4

11

73

March

61

13

6

48

79

April

21

9

11

12

57

May

26

6

8

20

77

June

30

11

8

19

63

July

25

13

7

12

48

August

20

13

6

7

35

September

19

19

0

0

0

October

17

17

0

0

0

November

10

9

1

1

10

December

18

13

0

5

28

(BY

Remarks

Juveniles be-

come common

Nearly half the
females young

5 had recently
had young

Single record
unusual
5 (Dec. 21) had
enlarged uteri

* Includes pregnancy and any definite indication of breeding such as suckling or enlarged uterus.

A family record secured a few miles east of Tucson on May 22,
1933, is significant in this connection. In one den was captured a

female with two newly born young hanging to the teats; and
there were three half-grown young in the same den, showing

rapid succession of litters (Pl. V, 1). Measurements and weights
of this entire family are given in Table 3.
Of the youngest individuals the ears as well as the eyes were
still closed and were judged to be only 2 or 3 days old. The uterus
of the mother was much enlarged, and a slight swelling showed on
each horn-"scars" of the two young recently born. Spencer has
noted a similar occurrence in the Verde Valley.
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TABLE 3.

Sex and
length
(mm.)

Tail
vertebrae
(mm.)

Hind
foot
(mm.)

342

142

32

9 230
9 228
9 233

96
94
98

30
29
29

9 94
8 94

27
25

14
14

Ear

(mm.)

Weight

(gm)*

Ratio
T.V./L.

190

0.41

73

0.41
0.41
0.41

The mother
28

The three larger young
25
26

26

70
70

6
5

5

The babies
0.28
0.26

5

*Note the proportionate increase in length of tail with age.

Table 4 presents the data on production of young per litter, arranged by calendar months. It may be noticed in this table that
there was recorded but one pregnancy for the 4 months, September to December, inclusive. Although only ten females were examined in November, so that the "per cent breeding" must be recorded as 10, it would better reflect the true condition to relate
this single pregnancy to the sixty-four females examined during
the 4 months.
TABLE 4.-NEOTOMA ALBIGULA, YOUNG PER LITTER (BY MONTHS)
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June

July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals

Per
cent
breeding

No. females
with 1
young

No. females
with 2
young

64

1

73
79

1

3
4
16
6
10
6
10
2

57
77
63
48
35
0
0
10

28

1

5

2

3
3
3

.

No. females
with 3
young
2
8
1

1

4

Total
fe"
males
4
7

25
12
12
10
17
5

7
15

57
20
22
18
35
7

1.75
2.14
2.28
1.66
1.83
1.80
2.05
1.40

1.50
1.26
2.22
2.10
1.43
1.68
3.11
2.66
2.50

1*

1

1.95

1.93

.

....
..

20

.

.

57 '

16

.

Av. per
Total Av. per
litter
litter
young
Neotoma Lepus
alleni

...

...

93

182

* Too few to be significant.

The average number of young per litter, as determined from

ninety-three litters, is 1.95. This figure is so near the average determined for Lepus alleni (1.93) (Vorhies and Taylor, 1933, 49495) and Dipodomys spectabilis (1.81) 3 that it suggests comparisons. Hence the average litter for each breeding month was calculated, and the results are shown in Table 4. Although the num-

ber of records for most of these months may seem too small to
Calculated from data in Vorhies and Taylor, 1922, 18.
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be significant, the similarity with the seasonal variations found in
Lepus alleni is striking. This the authors believe (loc. cit., 495)
to be correlated with the seasonal precipitation, a theory which
receives some added support from the present data.
Not a single instance of a litter of four young for albigula has
been recorded by the authors or in the files of the Biological Survey. Taylor, at Flagstaff, recorded a litter of four young for one
female, probably N. mexicana pinetorum.
Spencer, during extensive work on Neotoma in the Verde Valley noted that the "normal" number of young appeared to be two,
observing but one occurrence of three. Notes made by a number of
Biological Survey workers at widely separate times and places
unanimously indicate that two is the number of young most frequently observed.

That any small rodent dubbed "rat" should have an average
breeding rate of less than two per litter is even more surprising
than the low jack rabbit breeding rate. Two factors may be suggested as of probable importance.
First, the rather extreme conditions of life in the desert may
be thought of as reducing fertility or in some way lowering the
reproductive rate. If there be an actual correlation of breeding
rate with precipitation, as suggested above, then this correlation
bears out the idea of a lowering of reproduction by arid conditions. On the other hand, the wood rat practically always has
an abundance of its preferred foods (mesquite and cactus) to
draw on, and it is difficult to visualize it as actually undergoing
privation. There is, of course, a possibility that the variation in
reproductive rate indicated in Table 4 is dependent on the availability of essential vitamins contained in young plant growth, the
appearance of which depends on rains.

The second factor, that of relative freedom from enemies, seems
a pretty evident fact. Scarcely any other rodent in the Southwest
is so well protected in its home as Neotoma, particularly in the
cactus areas; and it is a generally abundant rodent.
There are practically no facts which would enable the authors
to determine the probable biotic potential of Neotoma albigula.
The age of maturity, the life span, and the number of litters per
female per year are all unknown.
SEX BEHAVIOR

Since Neotoma is almost exclusively nocturnal, one has little
opportunity to observe sexual activities in the field. Sexual or
other activities in captivity of normally solitary animals like wood
rats may be highly abnormal and must be carefully checked before being accepted.

Bailey, on the Santa Rita Range in 1921 caged a pair of wood
rats together from January 16 to at least April 22, no separation
date being given. Coition was observed several times on the evening of February 6, and again on February 16 and 17, and March
10. Although one young was born about April 12, under the conditions the period of gestation could not be determined.
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THE YOUNG

At birth the young of N. albigula, as would be expected, are
naked, blind, and helpless. Bailey's Santa Rita notes record that
one of a litter of three born on February 23, weighed at birth 8.45

grams. At 8 days of age it was noted that "their eyes and ears
were not yet open but they had gained silky coats of fine blackish hair and could crawl in the nest."

The young wood rats have a remarkable power of clinging
tightly to the mother's teats when she is forced to flee from the
nest, a habit they retain until of surprisingly large size, up to at
least one-fourth grown, or larger. They cling so tenaciously that
even when dragged through masses of cholla by the fleeing mother they do not lose hold (Pl. V, 1, 3).
The explanation of this ability is given by Bailey, who says,

Their incisor teeth at 8 days show how they are able to cling to the mother's teats and be carried away from danger. Both upper and lower incisors
are so recurved as to form perfect hooks. The teeth also spread apart at
the tips, so as not to injure the nipple as they cling to it from four sides
with the hooked, out-curving incisors.

Spencer noted that "even the female must work to loosen their

grip, biting them some place in the jaw, when she wishes to abandon her family to the pursuer."
The young wood rat abandons the home den and begins to shift

for itself at a rather early age, apparently when hardly more
than three-quarters grown.

THE DEN
Next to that of the banner-tailed kangaroo rat, Dipodomys spectabilis (Vorhies and Taylor, 1922, 28), the den of the wood rat (N.
albigula, and sometimes other species) is perhaps the most con-

spicuous habitation of a terrestrial rodent in southern Arizona.
It might even match the kangaroo rat den in this respect were it
not for the fact that it is partially hidden by the bush, cactus, or
tree under which it is usually located. When the den is constructed mostly of sticks it greatly resembles a miniature beaver
house on dry land (P1. VI, 1) . Indeed, in the chaparral of coastal
California the dens of Neotoma fuscipes actually rival beaver

houses in size.

The den consists of two major parts: a pile of loose material of
greater or less size gathered by the wood rat (whence the name
"pack rat") chiefly above the ground level; and a more or less
underground retreat made by the rat itself, or already made by
some other animal, or a natural cavity in tree trunks or in rocks
,

or cliffs.

THE VISIBLE DEN

The size of the mass of collected material varies all the way
from a few pieces of loose debris on the ground surface or in a
rock cavity to piles several feet in diameter and 2 or 3 feet high.
In several instances the authors determined that small piles were
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Plate VI.-1, Mesquite stick den (3 ft. by 6 ft. by 20 in. high) of N. a. albigula in the open. 2, Two kilograms (about 6 quarts) of mesquite bean
storage (December). 3, Catclaw branches gnawed by albigula- exceptional and of no economic significance. (Photos by C. T. Vorhies.)

beginnings of dens occupied by young rats, while in other cases
the small size seemed to be determined by the unusual safety of
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the underground retreat, as in rock cavities or beneath large

trees. Some rats may be lazy or lack the usual collecting instinct.
Bailey (1931, 175) reported accumulations by albigula of 20 to 50
bushels of material in certain caves in New Mexico.
In a study of thirty-three dens made near Safford, Arizona, in
1935, Gale Monson recorded (MS.) that "the dens were usually

from 5 to 10 feet in diameter, with an average of about 8 feet.
Usually they were circular, oval, or elliptical in shape. The
piled-up mass of den material was ordinarily built to a height of
2 or 3 feet."

In the course of these investigations, a series of 100 dens was

dissected and examined in detail during a 14-month period

(mostly on the Santa Rita Range) and all pertinent information
entered on form sheets. These will be referred to hereafter as
"the 100 dens."

The average dimensions of ninety-two of the 100 dens were:
length, 5 feet (maximum, 12) ; width, 3.75 feet (maximum, two
dens, 9) ; and height, 15 inches (maximum, 30) . Only one other
of these reached a length of as much as 9 feet; only three others
were as wide as 6 feet; while but four reached a height of 2 feet.
Either the dens of albigula average large in the Safford area,
or were unconsciously selected by size and conspicuousness. Also,
unless actually measured, they are apt to be overestimated as to
size (especially height) .
Many dens have no appreciable height either because of small
amounts of collected material, partial collapse of underground
working, or, as seems most frequent under cholla, on account of
the excellent protection afforded by the fallen joints of the cactus,

which are arranged by the rat to afford clear runways for the
owner, while presenting a veritable cheval-de-frise to enemies.
On the other hand, cholla joints are frequently built into formidable mounds under other plants at some distance from a cholla
(Pl. VII, 1) , or under the cholla itself (Pl. I)
The materials gathered to form the aboveground portion of a
den are as variable as the loose debris of appropriate size found
in the whole range of the species plus cut-off portions of the sheltering or neighboring plants. Thus, where yucca is the principal
sheltering shrub, as on portions of the Jornada Experimental
.

Range, leaves of yucca are cut off, since they do not naturally fall,

and used in the den in quantities. Parts of these leaves may be
used as food, although the material does not appear in the stomach contents.

While the authors have listed on forms all the materials com-

posing the 100 dens, no good purpose would seem to be served by

filling space with the complete list, which comprises some seventy-five items. The most common materials are branches and
twigs of available trees and shrubs, mesquite, catclaw, paloverde,
ironwood, and creosote bush, or of juniper, pinyon, and oak where
they are dominant; cholla joints and fruits and portions of prickly
pear where cactus is abundant; and practically always, portions
of whatever species of plant is used as shelter for a given den.
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Plate VII.-White-throated wood rat dens: 1, partially dissected, built of
cholla joints in prickly pear; 2, composed largely of cow chips. Dense
cover of undisturbed grass (Hilaria) about the den. Verde Valley, Arizona.
(Biological Survey photos.)

All sorts of extraneous debris, neither shelter nor food substances, are carried in from a radius of many yards to add to the
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pile. Bones of other animals, dried dung of horse, cow, and coy-

ote, rags, pieces of paper, cigarette packages, empty shotgun
shells; in fact, every conceivable small article discarded or lost
by man may be gathered by these busy workers and piled on or
carried into the dens. Often these items have no value as protective or sheltering materials beyond the mere enlargement of

the pile. Stones are sometimes carried onto the dens, especially
where small loose ones are plentiful and other debris scarce. In
the vicinity of human habitations any small, loose, man-made article is subject to filching for incorporation into Neotoma's own
"house."
The name "trade rat" comes from a rather common belief that

the animal always trades or leaves some object in place of the
article taken-a chip or stick for a watch, a ring, small change,
or a set of false teeth. Such trading, however, is accidental rather than a matter of good ethics. The animal, already carrying an
object, is perhaps attracted by the brighter human possession and
drops one to take the other. For a suggestive list of the items
collected about human habitations see Taylor, 1920.
The authors have no means of ascertaining the maximum dis-

tance over which an individual may transport nest material, but
instances are common where a bulky nest composed largely of
cholla joints is built in a prickly pear, with the nearest cholla
several yards distant (Pl. VII, / ). This proves that these unarmored animals actually transport the formidable cholla, which
man can hardly handle without becoming painfully "stuck up."
In one instance the joints of 0. fulgida had been brought 50 feet
to a den located under 0. spinosior, the former species being the
more formidably armed. Taylor, keeping caged wood rats on his
sleeping porch, was able to observe their method of carrying joints
of cholla (p. 470) .
In the attic of an occupied house, Vorhies on one occasion found

a good sized den composed of the usual sticks and debris of the
desert, where every item must have been carried many yards, ele-

vated 9 or 10 feet, and guided in through openings under the

eaves. Again, in building supports for instrument shelters within
a few feet of an albigula den, splinters and small pieces of lumber were left on the ground. One week later, on visiting the instruments, it was found that every bit of waste lumber had been
transferred to the top of the den. Neotoma has even been reported
carrying small snap traps with specimens in them a distance of
25 feet to place on the den.
In one den was noted a mesquite stick 31/2 feet long; in another
there was a stick 18 inches in length and 1 inch in diameter. A
partial count of the individual pieces composing one den showed
4,170 mesquite and catclaw sticks, 208 pieces of dried cow dung,
the skull of a young Neotoma, and a small amount of cactus. Yet

the pile of material was only 6 feet long, 5 feet broad, and 14

inches high.

Table 5 gives the percentage of the 100 dens under different
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TABLE 5.-CORRELATION OF DEN LOCATIONS AND DEN MATERIALS OF 100 DENS IN THE LOWER SONORAN ZONE.

Located under
Cholla
Mesquite
Catclaw

Prickly pear
Burroweed
Desert ha ckberry
Creosote bush
Ephedra sp.

No. dens* occuNrrences
21

73

15

40
26
22

21
19
0
6
7
3

16
9
7
3
4

Yucca spp.
Paloverde
Saguaro

4
0
1

2
2

Ironwood

1

1

In the open

Den materials
Chiefly joints
Sticks
Sticks
"Pads." or skeletons
Small bushes
Sticks
Sticks
Stems
Leaves, pieces of stem
Sticks
Saguaro "pearls," pieces of
bark
Sticks

2

* These numbers are also percentages, since the data are based on 100 dens.

plants and also the percentage of dens in which parts of these
plants were recorded as den materials.
It is almost invariably the case that parts of the plant under
which a den is built are used in the den. In part, at least, natural

shedding or breakage might account for that. Cholla cactus, however, occurred in the structure of seventy-three dens, while only

twenty-one were actually located under cholla. When cholla is
available the wood rat exhibits a decided preference for it. This
may be accounted for in part by food preference, cholla being an
important item in the diet of the wood rat (see pp. 479, 496) . But
the large amount of uneaten cholla found on so many dens also
indicates a distinct preference for it as a den-building and protective material.
Occurrence of mesquite sticks twice as frequently as dens occurring under mesquite is not so readily explained, since they are

little used as food. When mesquite or catclaw bark is eaten
gnawing is commonly done on the tree (Pl. VI, 3). Mesquite

sticks have a few thorns, but hardly enough to be of definite protective value, and thousands of pieces of old branches are used
from which most of the thorns are gone. Mesquite sheds quantities of dead branches, and the numerous mesquite sticks used
seem to be due largely to their availability.
The incidence of catclaw sticks is not much above the occurrence of dens under that plant, though the same principles hold
with this species as with mesquite, with the possible difference
that catclaw seems to throw off dead branches somewhat less profusely.
Prickly pear seldom occurs on dens other than those built under

its shelter. While it is a valuable source of succulent food and
has also protective value, it does not lend itself readily to transportation by Neotoma. Joints are not readily detached and are
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on the average rather large for the animal to drag. In some species

the joints are much larger (heavier) than the wood rat itself.

Only a few small pieces of prickly pear are found on dens at any
distance from the plants.
With the exception of burroweed the correlation shown in the
remainder of Table 5 indicates rather definitely that availability
or "accident" determines the use of those plants for den building.
Only one (Yucca) has any probable food value. Burroweed

(Aplopappus fruticosus), a small shrub, is very abundant, and

numerous dead bushes of this species are commonly available on
many parts of the Range; but it is ordinarily too small to shelter a

den. The principles outlined as to use of den materials in the
Lower Sonoran zone apply elsewhere. Dens in the pinyon-juniper country are built chiefly of sticks, twigs, and bark of the kind
most available, with odds and ends of any available debris added.
A number of items appear to have little or no relation to protection or food. These must be used solely on the basis of availability. By far the most common of such materials is cow dungthe dried "cow chips," which occurred in fifty-eight of the 100
dens. Spencer noted dens in the Verde Valley composed almost
entirely of cow chips (Pl. VII, 2) . Coyote feces occurred thirteen
times, small stones thirteen times, and horse droppings six times.
Bones (of cottontail one, cow four, jack rabbit eight, and bird
one) were found fourteen times. Bailey, in 1903, recorded dens
"largely made up of bones," where many sheep had died, near Cabra Springs, Conchas Creek, New Mexico. None of the many other
items recorded occurred more than five times in the 100 dens.
Spines, especially spine clumps from cholla and prickly pear, and
the formidable hooked and straight heavy thorns of barrel cactus
(Echinocactus spp.) are of such common occurrence in the dens
whenever available in the vicinity that records were not attempted. Often these defenses were present when there was little or no
sign of larger parts of cactus on the den; and they were present
by thousands wherever cactus was common. While they may be
mainly a by-product of feeding, no one who has undertaken the
task of carefully dissecting a den will doubt that the wood rat
takes full advantage of their protective value.
While the piles of sticks may be approximately circular or elliptical in outline, they are somewhat irregular, conforming to the
particular circumstances of the location, character, size, and position of sheltering plants and rocks. Openings are usually from
two to a half dozen in number, seldom if ever only a single one,
though sometimes one is so much more used than others as to
give the appearance of a main entrance. In the taller dens one
or more openings may be in the side of the stick pile, though the
majority is approximately at ground level. In many cases a hole
enters the ground at the edge of the sticks, and occasionally a
burrow opening is well outside the margin of the den.
Where cholla is present the arrangement of cholla joints and
cactus spines about the den openings and often for some distance
along the entering trails is so marked a feature of the den as to
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leave little doubt that the wood rat appreciates their protective
value (Pl. I) .
In the more arid part of western Arizona, where the wicked-

spined 0. bigloveii is the common cholla, it may often be observed

that the wood rat trails leading tosecure rock shelters are fortified for several yards from the den by double rows of cholla joints

with the clear smoothly worn trails between. As the most common species at low elevations these are chiefly the work of albigula, but similar trails are cleared by the subspecies of N. lepida.
Within the aboveground mass of sticks and debris, when this
is of sufficient size and height, are tunnels or passageways leading to the underground shelter. In the smaller dens these may
be only short passageways with little evidence of being used for
any other purpose. In the larger dens they seem to be used to
some extent as feeding places, as evidenced by fresh bits of cactus
or other foods, and to a greater or less extent by stored food materials. Here frequently may be found a handful of green mesquite or other leaves, a small pile of mesquite beans, a few cactus
fruits, or some partially eaten joints of cactus. Sometimes a

fairly large mass of leaves is piled up and larger quantities of

nonperishable material, especially mesquite beans, appear to have
been definitely stored against future needs. Since storage is frequently below ground as well as on top of the den, and of variable
degree, it is separately treated under food habits.
D. A. Spencer (notes) recognized a "feeding platform" within
the aboveground den, but the authors find so much more evidence
of the "main dining room" being below ground that they hesitate

to accept the "feeding platform" as a characteristic part of the
upper structure.
It is quite evident that the piled-up mass of debris is a more or
less valuable shelter against wood rat enemies-more so when

cactus is present, less so when of sticks only, but still good against
avian predators. In spite of appearances, the loose mass does af-

ford effective shelter against rain. The authors have dissected
numerous dens after rainstorms and found that water had not
penetrated to any great depth. While no check on this has been
made after one of the heaviest downpours, the authors' observations of the condition of the deeper parts of the den at all seasons
of the year lead them to believe that Neotoma usually keeps dry
and comfortable except under catastrophic conditions of cloudburst or flood, to which even man is not immune.
THE HIDDEN OR SUBTERRANEAN DEN

That the visible den is a true shelter of no mean worth is evidenced by the character of the deeper portion. When the aboveground mass is removed it is found in the great majority of cases
that nearly all the lower part of the retreat is exposed to view.
That is to say, the underground den is not a burrow or series of
tunnels roofed by earth but is in large part an open trench, the
roof of which was formed by the removed materials. If the sheltering plant happens to be a leaning tree trunk, a heavy spreading
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limb, the root mass of a growing tree, or the spreading woody
branches of prickly pear, the passageways will extend beneath
the providential shelter, still as a trench if the protecting part is
above ground level, or as an actual tunnel if below the surface.
If the den be about the base of a hollow tree, occasionally the case

with mesquite or catclaw and often with the tree elderberry

(Sambucus mexicana) the passageways will be found connecting
with the interior of the tree.
In most instances side tunnels beneath the ground, often blind,
but sometimes leading out to the surface, branch from the main
trench. These are usually few in number and short, but occasionally one may go to a depth of a foot or 2, and may even lead
down and out to a "blind alley" retreat outside the periphery of
the aboveground den. In rare instances such tunnels go to depths
of 2 feet or more, but in such cases there is likely to be evidence
that the wood rat has taken over a portion of the labyrinthine
burrow system of the banner-tailed kangaroo rat. Abandoned
mounds of the latter species are frequently reoccupied by Neotoma. The authors know nothing of the interior arrangements of
those dens which take advantage of rock cavities. Neotoma is by
no means so persistent an excavator as Dipodomys spectabilis, as
evidenced not only by the less extensive subterranean burrows,
but also by the smaller quantity of earth thrown out. Some dens
have but little excavated earth about the openings, while others
,

have much larger amounts definitely designated as "several

pecks," "a bushel," or from 1 to 4 cubic feet, while in two instances
a maximum of 6 to 8 cubic feet was recorded.
THE NEST

Even though there be no other truly subterranean branches,
there is almost certain to be a short but expanded branch or

pocket, usually a short distance below the ground surface, except
in those dens in which a large plant stem, branch, or root forms a
suitable sheltering roof. The nest is found in this secure location
and probably remains dry except during severe floods. There is
usually only a single used nest in a den, though sometimes a second may show some signs of use. Rarely one or two old and unused nests are found.
Nests are commonly from 6 to 10, averaging about 8, inches in
diameter and approximately of slightly flattened spherical shape.
They are composed of rather fine, soft material, usually of grasses
where available, and are kept free of feces. If grass is not present other fibrous material is used, shredded or chewed until it is
fine and soft.
It is not always possible to certainly identify this fine material

but taking into account the available sources it seems to be

shredded fiber of dead prickly pear in cactus country or of juniper
bark in the juniper-pinyon belt. In one den was found cotton and
a cotton boll, and the nest was composed of cotton. Finely cut
cotton rags serve admirably; even shredded paper has been utilized.

Whatever the source, the nest material is fine, soft, and
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warm, without cactus spines. The whole nest mass can readily
be lifted out intact, save for the discomfort of handling the cactus
spines with which the outside is covered wherever cactus is at
hand. A rat-size entrance hole on one side leads to the cozy interior cavity, 3 to 4 inches in diameter.
This warm, dry nest is not only suitable and used for the young,
but it is the year-round resting and sleeping shelter of the adult
rat as well. Except when young are still with the mother, only
one rat lives in each of these remarkable homes, and the male has
as soft and warm a nest as any other. There is plenty of evidence
that the nest is the usual daytime retreat. Not only is the owner
often found in the nest when a den is opened, but even if not observed leaving it, a hand thrust in as soon as it is found may detect warmth.
The nest opens into an entrance passageway, which often communicates with a main passage, allowing escape in two directions.
At the front door the passageway is commodious and here is what
is designated as the "dining room." Near by may be found a food

store but whether so or not there is always evidence of recent
Quantities of fresh fragments and partially consumed
materials, such as cactus joints and fruits, mesquite beans, or
other favored foods, are at the front door. Sometimes it looks
almost as if the occupant had had breakfast in bed!
eating.

Occasionally in warm weather one may find by day fairly welldeveloped young, with or without the mother, in an open top nest
where they seem to be taking the sun and air. These exposed
nests are made of the same materials as the subterranean ones but

in form are quite similar to bird nests. They may be within the
sheltering cactus so as not to be too readily seen, or somewhat
mare exposed, but they are never entirely open to predators.
In cold weather this nocturnal animal may retreat at intervals
to the nest for warmth at night, since it may be unable to withstand the winter night temperature even of southern Arizona
without protection. Wood rats taken in live traps even in late
October or in April often perish from cold unless some soft material for warmth is provided in the trap. It is possible, however,
that free-moving animals would not suffer fatal effects from the
cold.

There is no evidence that any special chamber, passage, or trail
either within or without the den, is used for defecation. Feces are

scattered throughout the den, except in the nest, and along the
trails outside, somewhat more abundant in the more sheltered
stretches.

Wherever Neotoma is at all common, a veritable network of
trails connects den with den and with food and shelter stations
along the way. Such trails pass under sheltering grass and
shrubs, and at frequent intervals in cactus areas a cholla or prickly pear forms a way station where it is evident that much eating
is done by night, since often there is no burrow whatever at these
places but a good deal of gnawing of cactus tissue.
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DEN LOCATIONS - SHELTER PLANTS

Altogether the authors have records of the locations of more
than 3,000 Neotoma dens in relation to shelter plants. These records fall into groups according to the primary purpose for which
each study was made. Thus, there are "the 100 dens"; the group
of 199 recorded in Table 1; and a total of 892 recorded in the extensive transect count on the Range (see p. 489). There are also
the record of Monson and Kessler (Gila Valley, near Safford,
Arizona), which lists the shelter plants in a special study of thirty-three dens, and for 1,927 dens in another study by Monson and
Kessler.

The percentages of the shelter plants for all of these groups
were calculated and placed in parallel columns for comparison.
The chief result of this was to indicate that merely listing the
plants used does not show any definite shelter-plant preference on
the part of Neotoma. Until this discrepancy became evident,
it was believed that availability was the main factor in choice of
shelter plants.
Fortunately there are at hand the results of an investigation in
which all available shelter plants were listed, as well as the dens
found under them. These are the records of a comprehensive
census of rodent workings on the Santa Rita Range, initiated and
in the main carried out by Taylor, from which the data on Neotoma have been taken.
The method used was to travel on foot along lines of considerable length (71/2 to 101/2 miles) across the Range, recording every
rodent working and every shelter plant on a strip of definite width
(20 feet for one observer, 30 feet for two working together) . Every
tree, shrub, or cactus above 1 foot in height was considered a potential shelter plant. Identifiable workings-those of Neotoma,

Dipodomys spectabilis, and D. merriami-were recorded by

species; those of pocket mice by genus (Perognathus) ; and others
as unidentified. A mimeographed form sheet was devised which
made it possible to record not only the shelter plants and the ro-

dent workings but also to show what plant each habitation was
under, as well as which were in the open.
In making the combined transect, a total distance of 561/2 miles
was traversed. Ten miles crossed the foothill type of country
(P1. VIII, 3) near the mountains (Table 6, A, and Fig. 2) ; 9 miles
lay across the mesa type (B) (Pl. VIII, 2) and 91/2 miles crossed
the semidesert type (C) (Pl. I). These three lay roughly parallel
to each other and to the Santa Rita Mountains, and each held to
approximately its own contour. Three more crossed the contour
lines, extending from the semidesert type at the lower edge of the
Range to the upper edge at the foot of the mountains. Of these,

one 10 miles in length crossed the southern part of the Range
(Fig. 2, D); another extended 101/2 miles across the middle portion (E); while the third reached 71/2 miles from creosote desert
to foothills on the northern end of the Range (F).
On the combined transect were tallied 26,053 potential shelter
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Plate VIII.-Santa Rita Experimental Range: 1, N. a. albigula den (in
cholla) surrounded by heavy growth of Aristida sp.; 2, mesa type-wood
rats abundant; 3, foothill type-wood rats scarce. (1, Biological Survey
photo; 2, 3, photos by C. T. Vorhies.)

plants and 892 wood rat dens. Of the latter only twenty-four, or
2.7 per cent were in the open, not under any sheltering plant. Of
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SANTA RITA EXPERIMENTAL RANGE
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Figure 2.- Broken lines show routes traversed in making the six parts of
the 56-mile transect, Santa Rita Experimental Range: A, foothill, 10 miles,
30.30 acres; B, mesa, 9 miles, 21.81 acres; C, semidesert, 9.44 miles, 34.34
acres; D, 10.05 miles, 36.31 acres; E, 10.54 miles, 38.35 acres; F, 7 miles,
25.48 acres. Totals, 56.03 miles, 186.59 acres.

Monson and Kessler's 1,927 dens only 0.7 per cent were in the
open. There is, on the average, only one wood rat to thirty available plants.
Under the term "cholla" in Table 6 are grouped all cacti of the

Cylindropuntia type, with the exception of Opuntia arbuscula.
The term "prickly pear" includes all cacti of the Platypuntia type.
Catclaw includes Acacia constricta with A. greggii, the latter being the more abundant as well as more used.
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TABLE 6.-SHELTER-PLANT PREFERENCE, 56-MILE TRANSECT.
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2

1

1

23

*A, Foothill type; B, mesa type; C, semidesert type; each count in a single type, approximately on contour.
tD, E, and F, transecting the Range from lower edge to upper boundary, cutting across types (see Fig. 2).

Total plants
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Mimosa sp.

Fouquieria

Bisnaga,
Echinocactus spp.
Ocotillo,

Miscellaneous

Canyon hackberry,
Ceitis reticulate

24

Creosote bush,
Covillea
Condalia sp.

15

128

I

94

Opuntia spp.
Desert broom,
Baccharis sp.
Salt bush,
Atriplex sp.
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The right hand column of the table shows the ratio of each
species or type of shelter plant to Neotoma dens. The highest
correlation of living plants and dens is with desert hackberry
(Celtis pallida), which harbors one den to (approximately) each
three plants. This species grows in a dense clump of stiff shrubs,
covering many square feet, or even several square yards, and
carries an abundance of stout thorns. It is an ideal cover plant
for small animals and is preferred by Gambel quail as a roosting
place (Gorsuch, 1934, 33). Catclaw is of negligible importance as
a food plant, occurring in small quantities in only eight of 360
stomachs. The next highest correlation is with Yucca, which,
however, occurred in such small numbers on the Range that the
figures are of little significance. Yucca is of less than fair value
as a shelter plant, and does not appear at all in the stomach contents. Cutting of Yucca leaves is often conspicuous where a den
occurs under or near it, but this must be largely to secure den
material. Where Yucca is a dominant plant, as in parts of the
San Simon Valley, Arizona, and of New Mexico, the status may
well be different.

General field observations indicate that prickly pear, next in
order, is important for both food and shelter. There is always
abundant evidence of feeding on this plant where a den is present as well as on near-by pear plants connected by conspicuous
trails with the den. Prickly pear and cholla are not separable in
stomach analyses, but cuttings on the plants themselves as well
as evidences of feeding within the den show that both these types
of cacti are much used.

Cholla is in a surprising position in this table. It is unquestionably one of the most important plants both as food and shel-

ter for albigula, yet it stands at the foot of the list in ratio of

selection of those plants which obviously furnish either food or
shelter, if not both. The explanation lies in the enormous abundance of the plant. In the denser cholla areas, if there were a
den to each three chollas, there would be a wood rat population
of almost impossible density. In section F of the long transect,
with its 2,499 cholla plants, such a ratio would mean a population
of 833 wood rats under cholla alone (total, if others still present,
940), or 32.6 wood rats per acre under cholla. The authors' highest recorded population is 20.7 per acre (Table 1) , while the average wood rat population for the entire transect is 4.8 per acre.
Moreover, section F of the transect, which has the greatest number of chollas, has the lowest cholla-wood rat ratio, 108 to 1. The
failure of the wood rat to expand to any greater numbers, under
mesa type conditions on the Santa Rita, than twenty to the acre,
even in the presence of a surplus of food and shelter, is an excellent clue to its minimum home range (see p. 511) .
At the other extreme of plants actually used is creosote bush,
which seldom harbors a den, even where most abundant. It is
inedible, save for the small seed capsules, has no spines, and offers but little shade. The creosote association is generally poor
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in other food plants. In spite of its formidable spines, bisnaga,
or barrel cactus (Echinocactus spp.) , offers little protection to the
wood rat on account of its compact form, while its fruits are seldom if ever eaten by this rodent. Ocotillo (Fouquieria) is likewise well protected, carrying its spines high above the ground
but offering no food, and its protection value is nil. An outstanding lack of correlation with Neotoma is found in Mimosa. Shrubs
in form, these plants appear to offer as good shelter as Baccharis
or Ephedra, both of which are thornless and unused as food, yet
are sometimes accepted as shelter. Food studies, (p. 496) show
that Mimosa is not used as food, and not one of the 1,683 plants
tallied harbored a wood rat. In the Safford area, however, where
desert hackberry is lacking, Monson found six out of 1,927 dens
under Mimosa biuncif era. Quite possibly the scarcity of wood rats
at the slightly higher altitudes on the Range to which Mimosa
spp. are restricted explains in part the recorded lack of correlation.

This analysis, considered in conjunction with observable food
and shelter values, indicates definite preference of Neotoma for
certain plants as den shelter and definite avoidance of others, presumably because of lack of either food or shelter attractiveness.
If any significance can be ascribed to the relative ranking of those
plants between the extremes discussed, it would appear to lie in
the rather sudden transition from the 57.3: 1 ratio for cholla to the
111:1 ratio for Baccharis. From cholla upward, in Table 6, there

are recognizable protective or nutritive values in most of the
species or types; and only the last four of that group are below
the 30: 1 ratio for all plants-all dens. The plants from Baccharis
downward offer a minimum of either food or protection.
The highest ratio of all, dead bush, is mentioned last because it
is believed to have no significance as to preference. The field evi-

dence indicates that this ratio is high because the plants have

been killed, directly or indirectly, by the presence of the den and
the work of the wood rat, and not because the wood rat selects
or prefers a dead bush to a living one. On the contrary there is
much evidence that such dens are abandoned relatively soon after
the bush dies and dries up.
It must be emphasized that none of the more than 3,000 dens
listed under their respective shelter plants was in the Upper Sonoran zone. There a totally different picture would be presented,
regardless of the number tallied or the method used, since there
are extensive areas in the pinyon-juniper association where nearly all dens are found under one or the other of these two trees. It
is likewise true that a somewhat different picture would be shown
in other ecologic types in the Lower Sonoran zone.
Instances of two dens under the shelter of one plant are so rare
as to be noteworthy. In March, 1933, on the Range, two large,
apparently occupied dens were noted under a single big desert
hackberry.
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DEN INHABITANTS

Invertebrates

A variety of small animals, chiefly insects and related invertebrates, are common in the dens of Neotoma. The two most abundant guest forms are daddy longlegs and Microlepidoptera. The

latter are tiny brownish moths about % inch in length, which
were often present in "clouds"-amounting certainly to hundreds
of individual moths. At first they were believed to be using the
dens as winter shelter, but as they were often abundant in sum-

mer and as often absent in winter, there appeared no clear
seasonal correlation. They seem to be for the most part of the

same or similar species, but since Microlepidoptera are so numerous in species and so similar in general appearance, and since they
probably have only a guest relationship, no attempt was made to
determine their specific identities. They simply find the loosely
constructed den a convenient daytime retreat.

A species of daddy longlegs was frequently present in hunWhen maximum numbers of these creatures occurred
they soon swarmed, with irritating though not harmful results,
over the person of the individual who delved into the den materials. No other animals were ever present in such great numdreds.

bers as were these two, although, as may be seen in Table 7, three
other invertebrates were recorded from nearly as large a proportion of dens. These were crickets, miscellaneous spiders, and assassin bugs (Triatoma spp.) . The latter occurred as frequently
as Microlepidoptera but never in large numbers. Since they

represent a quite different relationship, they are separately dis-

cussed (p. 509) .
The black widow (Latrodectes mactans) , because of the special

interest in it, was tallied separately from other spiders but was
found in only twelve dens.
Both from the manner and small percentage of occurrences, as

well as from the nature of most of the listed invertebrates, it is
believed that their presence in the dens is of little significance to
the life of the owner of the den. They simply use the den as a
brush-pile shelter. An exception is the parasitic warble fly
(Cuterebra) represented only by its hard pupal cases, or puparia.
One might expect to find even more of these remains, for where
would this parasite be more likely to pupate than in the dens,
after dropping from the parasitized wood rat? Since so many
wood rat stomachs contain insect remains in small amounts, it
may be that Neotoma takes occasional advantage of the insect
meat supply so conveniently at hand, but the quantity does not
seem particularly significant.

Two species of assassin bugs (Triatoma) have been found in
the dens of albigula, but since they have a definitely parasitic
relationship to the wood rat, they are discussed under "Parasites"
(p. 509) , as is Cuterebra.
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TABLE 7.-ANIMAL INHABITANTS OF 100 NEOTOMA DENS.

Type of animal
Invertebrates
Daddy longlegs
Triatoma spp
Microlepidoptera
Crickets
Miscellaneous spiders
Black widow
Elaterid larvae
Wingless cockroach
(Arenivaga sp.)
Coreidae (bugs)
Carabidae (ground beetles)
Scorpion

Shield-back grasshoppers
(Ceuthophilus spp.)
Eleodes sp. (beetle)
Cuterebra sp., puparia
Solpugid

Tarantula

Millipede
Miscellaneous

Vertebrates-reptiles
Uta sp

Sceloporus magister
Sceloporus sp
Coleonyx variegatus
Cnemidophorus sp
Other lizards
Pituophis sayi (gopher snake)

Frequency*
74
59
58
55
46
12
12

9
_

7
7
6
5

4
4

Number per den
Few to (usually) numerous
1 to 10
Few to very numerous
One to several
One to several
1 to 2
Usually few
Usually 1
Few

Few-various species
1 to 2
1 to 2
1 to 2
1

2

1

1
1

1
1

27
6

1 to 3

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2
1

1

* Equals percentage.
Vertebrates

Among vertebrates occurring in the wood rat dens are lizards
of at least four genera. No vertebrate species occurs often enough
to be significant so far as mere frequency is concerned. The presence of a single large bull snake snugly ensconsed in one den of
the 100, however, was undoubtedly significant, in spite of the "one
in a hundred" times. In this instance it was only too evident that
the rightful owner of the den had but recently passed down the
gullet of the serpent. Spencer (notes) records several such instances in the wood rat dens of the Verde Valley. Lizards of
several species are found sporadically, using the den as a retreat,

whether winter or summer. Coleonyx variegatus, the banded
gecko, which is tender skinned and nocturnal, occurred rather
frequently in the deeper and moister habitation of the kangaroo

rat (Vorhies and Taylor, 1933, 34) but was found only once in the
wood rat dens.
Gorsuch (1934, 22) reported nests of Gambel quail occurring in
the openings of Neotoma dens, and wounded quail will frequently
enter these or other burrow openings if able to run.
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FOOD AND FOOD HABITS

Probably the most important factor in determining the true

economic status of the wood rat is a thorough knowledge of the
kind and quantity of food eaten. On this depends the answers to
the following questions: Does the wood rat consume grasses or
other valuable stock forage? If so, in what actual and relative
quantities? Does it initiate or accelerate erosion by removal of
vegetative cover?
While stomach analyses do not tell the whole story, but must
be supplemented by observational studies in the field and quantitative tests in the laboratory, yet they definitely indicate the preferred food and the relative amounts consumed. Further data on
the amount of food consumed were secured by feeding wood rats
in captivity, while additional information on the kind and quantity of foods eaten was obtained by recording the character and,
roughly, the amount of materials stored in the dens.
RESULTS OF STOMACH ANALYSES

Since seasonal changes of diet are to be expected, stomach
analyses should cover the entire year. For the purpose of analysis thirty stomachs of Neotoma albigula were taken each month
throughout 1 year. These were submitted to the Section of Food

Habits, Division of Wildlife Research of the Bureau of Biological Survey, for examination and report.4 Results are presented in several tables and graphs.

Figure 3 visualizes the frequency with which all food items

both animal and vegetable occurred in the 360 wood rat stomachs.

It has no relation to volume or weight of foods taken. Figures 4
and 5 deal with volume relations.
Cactus and mesquite

Cactus is the leading food through much of the year, constituting 43.80 per cent of all food taken (Figs. 4, 5). For 6 months
of the year this food exceeds any other in quantity consumed
(January, March, April, May, June, November) . It is exceeded
by mesquite in February, July, August, October, and December,
and by herbs and shrubby vegetation in September. Mesquite
constitutes 30.2 per cent of the annual total of food.
There is a tendency for mesquite and cactus to be complementary in the wood rat's diet (Fig. 5) :
In January cactus is high, mesquite low.
In February cactus is down, mesquite up.
In March cactus is up again, mesquite way down.
In April cactus declines, mesquite comes up.
In May cactus makes up over 90 per cent of all food by bulk,
mesquite dropping to a negligible quantity.
In June cactus is rapidly declining, mesquite slowly coming up.
`Examinations were made by Leon H. Kelso, formerly Junior Biologist
with the Section of Food Habits, Division of Wildlife Research of the
Biological Survey.
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PER CENT OF TOTAL NUMBER OF STOMACHS IN WHICH ITEMS WERE FOUND
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Figure 3.-Frequency of occurrence of food items in 360 wood rat stomachs.
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ANNUAL PERCENTAGES OF PRINCIPAL FOODS
IN 360 WOOD RAT STOMACHS
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Figure 4.-Annual percentage consumption of principal foods in 360 wood
rat stomachs. The preponderance of cactus is well shown. Cactus and mesquite together constitute about three fourths of all food taken, while grasses
seemingly are of little importance in the yearlong total.
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overestimate the actual and proportional amount of cactus consumed, for there is little question that some of the material referred to as undetermined vegetation is really cactus, judging by
food tests in captivity.
Grass

Throughout the investigation the authors have been impressed
with the preference of the wood rat for foods other than grass,
which is not a principal food at any time. It never exceeded 10.6
per cent of the food by bulk for any 1 month. For 7 months of
the year (January, May, June, July, October, November, and December) it was under 5 per cent of the wood rat's food. For the
other 5, it ran as follows: February, 10.3 per cent; March, 5.9 per
cent; April, 6 per cent; August, 10.3 per cent; September, 10.6 per
cent.

The periods of grass consumption are those seasons when grass
is available, but even when grass is abundant on every hand the
wood rat does not consume any great quantity of it.
Grass constitutes but 4.81 per cent of the food of the wood rat
for the year.
The results of stomach analyses with respect to grasses agree
well with field observations made when studying dens. There is
little evidence about the dens of destruction of grasses near by;
and within the dens there is very little grass among the stored

foods, though the nests themselves are usually composed of

grasses when available.
The most luxuriant clumps of grass found in Box Canyon Wash
(Santa Rita Range) on July 30, 1935, were under the protection
of the dense catclaw bushes in which also there were active wood

rats' dens. On this date the grass in the open (largely hoe grass,
Muhlenbergia porteri, a species readily taken by livestock) was
short as a result of severe overgrazing and long-continued drouth.
A good deal of it was accessible, however, in the immediate vicin-

ity of wood rat dens. Evidently it had not been eliminated by
them; indeed, no remains of this species were found in any of the
wood rat stomachs examined.
Vernon Bailey, who worked on the Santa Rita in 1921, found
no grass in wood rat caches, except the old, dry grass shredded
up for nest material; nor did he find any evidence of important
grass consumption.
Animal matter

According to the findings, 99.18 per cent of the food of the wood
rat is vegetation, largely cactus, mesquite, and nongraminaceous
herbs. The other 0.82 per cent is animal in nature.
Let us now examine this small but possibly important animal
portiori of the wood rat's menu. Table 8 indicates the different
items of animal food found in the wood rat stomachs by volumetric percentage. Fragments of ants, beetles, termites, and
miscellaneous insects are taken and an occasional feather chewed
up. (For frequency see Fig. 3.)
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TABLE 8.-VOLUMETRIC PERCENTAGE OF ANIMAL MATTER IN
THE WOOD RAT DIET.
Food materials

Cicadidae (Homoptera)
Feathers
Termites (Isoptera)
Formicidae (Hymenoptera)
Other Hymenoptera
Diplotaxis sp. (Coleoptera)
Other Coleoptera
Asilidae (Diptera)
Acrididae (Orthoptera)
Mantidae (Orthoptera)
Lepidoptera
Other animal matter
Total

Percentages
0.48
0.12
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.82

At first the question was raised whether the animal matter

ingested was accidentally or purposefully eaten. Animal matter
is not often consumed in large quantity, but it is rather consistently present, and a few stomachs in each monthly collection
could always be counted on to contain it. For the most part small
fragments of the heads, legs, abdomens, or other parts of ants or
other species were found. Found also were wing or leg fragments
of Hymenoptera, the mandibles of beetles, and an occasional
spider leg. Fragments of as many as seventy-five termites have
been found in a single stomach. One stomach contained a cocoon
case or eggs of some unidentified insect. Several feather fragments were observed. An April stomach contained 20 per cent
of feathers of what was probably a burrowing owl (Speotyto
cunicularia hypogaea) , which species may have occurred in the
hole occupied by that wood rat; a June stomach contained a trace
of the same kind of feathers. In May and June cicadas were
eaten. Of two May stomachs containing cicadas, one contained 3
per cent, the other a trace. One June stomach contained portions of two cicadas totaling 75 per cent of its contents; another
contained portions of three, amounting to 98 per cent. These incidents could not have been accidental! Nor would a wood rat
take seventy-five termites in addition to portions of two cicadas,
the termites and cicadas forming 85 per cent of the stomach content, on any other than a purposeful basis.
The largest amount of animal matter, by far, was taken in June.
In this month 232 units of animal matter, or 7.7 per cent of all
food for the month, were consumed. The principal items were
Cicadidae, Isoptera, Acrididae, Coleoptera, and Formicidae, with,
in other stomachs, traces of other Hymenoptera and feathers.
No appreciable units (sufficient to be expressed in per cent) of
animal matter were found in thirty February stomachs or in thirty December stomachs. Traces of Orthoptera (leg fragment) ,
Pogonomyrmex, and unindentifiable Formicidae were noted in the
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February stomachs, however, and traces of eleven different animal items in the December stomachs.

June is the only month of the year in which animal matter

makes up more than 1 per cent. Next highest month is April, in
which 0.7 per cent of animal matter is found. The other months
show less than half this percentage.
It is possible that a certain amount of insect life is necessary in
the largely vegetable diet of the wood rat. Perhaps the concentrated protein is essential to health, or possibly certain vitamins
lacking in the wood rat's largely "green fruit" diet are desirable.
Nonfood materials

A curious fact for which there is no satisfactory explanation is
the common occurrence of gravel in the stomachs of Neotoma.
The wood rat fur so frequently found in the stomachs undoubtedly results from the fur-dressing operations of the animal. Gravel
may be ingested in the search for mineral matter. Figure 6 shows
in graphic form the frequency with which these items were found
in the 360 stomachs. The graphs show a surprising similarity
save in May.
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One should not rely too much on the results of the present examination of 360 stomachs over a period of a year. Another year,
the records might be quite different, depending on the availability
of foods the wood rat likes. It is probable that cactus, mesquite,
and forbs would always be conspicuous and highly important, but

details of the proportions of these foods and of the particular
herbs and insects in the stomachs would undoubtedly vary con-

siderably.
In cases of abnormally large numbers of ants or termites, or indeed of other insects, such as cicadas, it would be anticipated that

the wood rat would feed, to a slight extent at least, upon the
species most readily accessible. It is obvious that the animal
possesses a wide range of food choice.

DIGESTION OF- CELLULOSE

The small amount of animal matter consumed by the wood rat
has already been emphasized. That cellulose makes up a considerable portion of its diet follows from the vegetable nature of
its food. The heavy consumption of cellulose is no doubt related
to a peculiarity in length of the small intestine found by Kofoid,
McNeil and Bonestell (1935, 3) in the closely related dusky-footed
wood rat (Neotoma fuscipes). These authors state:
The small intestine is only 35.2 per cent of the total length of the intestine.
This percentage is much the lowest found by us in any laboratory or domestic animal. This could be accounted for in two ways: (1) the parotid
glands and those of the small intestine are particularly efficient, and (2) the
normal diet of the animal contains an exceptionally large amount of cellulose. Since cellulose is digested by bacterial action in the coecum and colon
we find a relatively great development of these two parts. The coecum is
8 per cent of the total length, and the large intestine nearly 60 per cent. The
coecum is very sacculate, as is also the large intestine. There is a valve
in the colon 40 mm. posterior to the coecum.
QUANTITY OF FOOD EATEN

Test feedings of captive wood rats were made with both dry
(mostly artificial) and moist (natural) foods. Daily the captive
individual was supplied with a weighed amount of the food being
tested. Each day the amount remaining from the previous 24
hours was determined by weighing. Control tests proved that the
consumption as thus determined was not noticeably affected by
evaporation. Taylor, using dried prunes, commercial mouse feed,
and mesquite beans, determined the daily consumption of dry
feed to be at the rate of 5.28 to 10.15 grams. The wood rat weigh-

ing approximately a half pound, daily consumption of dry feed
was at the rate of 2.32 to 4.46 per cent of body weight.
Prickly pear cactus in Taylor's test was eaten at a rate only

slightly above that of dry feed: 9.36 to 14.16 grams, or 4.12 to 6.24

per cent of body weight. This was, however, only a 2-day test

on a single individual.

Opuntia fulgida, joints and fruits, was preferred to any other
food given in Taylor's tests. On 4 days, December 30 to January
3 inclusive, a wood rat consumed from 30.96 to 38.64 grams per
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day, or 13.65 to 17.1 per cent of its body weight. March 8 to 9 and
9 to 10 it ate 23.5 and 36.72 grams or 10.4 and 16.2 per cent of body
weight respectively. In 10 days (March 10 to 20) it consumed
from 52.56 to 69.36 grams per day, or a daily consumption of from
23.2 to 30.6 per cent of body weight. The reason for the sudden
increase in food consumed after March 10 is not apparent.

The average weight of the relatively dry foods eaten per day
was 8.41 (5.52 to 10.68) grams, or 3.72 per cent of body weight.
Average weight of the succulent foods eaten per day as represented by Opuntia fulgida, was 50.84 (23.5 to 69.36) grams, or 22.4
per cent of body weight.
Vorhies, testing prickly pear as a food with three different wood
rats, found a much higher rate of consumption than that shown
in Taylor's test with this food.
One adult female of undetermined weight tested for 22 days,
consumed an average of 55.8 (50 to 70) grams per day.
Another female, weighing 203 grams, ate 55 grams daily for 9
days, and weighed 221 grams at the close of the period. For the
next 4 days she ate 47 grams per day but weighed only 209 grams
at the end of that time, having meantime given birth to a litter
of young. The average weight of this rat was 211 grams and its
average daily consumption was 53.3 grams, or 25.2 per cent of
body weight.
A third female, weighing 130 grams, averaged 63.25 grams for
8 days, and weighed 142 grams at the close of the period. The
maximum amount, 78 grams, was eaten on the seventh day, and
this was 57.3 per cent of the average body weight for the period!

During a total of 27 days, at the end of which period the rat

weighed 123 grams, she consumed 55.6 grams of fresh prickly pear

per day. The average weight of the rat during this time was 128
grams, and the average consumption was 43.4 per cent of body
weight.

Following this period of nearly a month on the unvaried diet,
this individual ate less and less, and after 8 more days died at a
weight of 112 grams. Apparently prickly pear, much as it is liked
and used in the open, is not satisfactory as an exclusive diet.
Results with these three wood rats were fairly consistent, the
average daily consumption being, respectively, 55.8, 53, and 55.6
grams. Percentage of body weight consumed by the two whose
weights were known was 25.2 and 43.4.

These food tests are hardly more than hints, but they serve to

indicate a high percentage consumption of succulent foods.

Though the bulk and percentage weight consumed appear large,
the dry weights are not great. 0. fulgida fruits, air dry, weigh
but 11.1 per cent of the fresh weight, and the same or even less
dry weight is found in the "pads" of prickly pear. Calculated on
this basis the average dry weight of 0. fulgida consumed was
5.64 grams and of the prickly pear, 4.66 grams. This compares
favorably with the dry feed consumption (5.28 to 10.15 grams)
determined by Taylor.
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FOOD STORAGE

Neotoma albigula does not always provide its habitation with
definite and unmistakable food storage. While there is usually
some stored material near the occupied nest within the den, this

is not invariable, nor is it commonly large in quantity. Some

dens are recorded as having none, but this does not mean a total
absence of edible food, since there may be mesquite beans, cactus

fruits or joints, or other edible materials scattered over and

through the den. Quantities of mesquite beans may be incorporated in the den in the manner of building material or may be simply piled in a large heap on top, forming a part of the roof. Since
it appears from the frequent presence of large numbers of the old
pods that not nearly all are used for food, it is a problem to know
just what should be considered as storage. The same problem
arises with portions of cholla cactus, especially the joints. Some
dens are composed mainly of cholla joints, others have an admixture of them incorporated into the structure or piled on top,
while in still others a perfectly evident store is hidden within.
But outside the cache, joints dragged in at random are also being
eaten. For these reasons records of quantities of storage are

necessarily indefinite. The wood rat is one of the few animals
that can utilize parts of its den structure either for shelter or for
food! A correlation of quantity of storage with seasons is offered
in Table 9.

TABLE 9.-STORAGE IN 100 NEOTOMA DENS IN RELATION TO
SEASON.

Number
of dens

Month

January
February

4
3
16
7
10

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

10
7
2
9

16
16

Quantity of storage recorded

Small amount, very little, etc.
Almost none, little, several pecks (1 den)
From none to 1 to 2 quarts
From none to 1 pint
Almost none and in no case any specific quantity
No dens excavated in June
From none to 2 to 3 quarts
From 2 or 3 cholla fruits to 1 quart
Very little
From none or small amount to 1 peck
From small quantity to 7 quarts
From none or negligible to 1 peck*

* Plate VI, 2.

While it is true that the four largest amounts of stored food

material were recorded in February, October, November, and De-

cember, months when maximum storage would be expected,
those instances cannot justifiably be pointed to as especially significant.

Four dens in January and two of the three dens in

February had only negligible storage. Only two of nine, sixteen,
and sixteen records for October, November and December respectively, were large in amount of storage (1 peck each, Pl. VI, 2).
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A number of the records of these 3 months show from 1 to 4
quarts. There are also some records of from 1 to 3 quarts scat-

tered through other seasons.
From these data it appears that Neotoma albigula has a definite
storing instinct which, however, may not be functional where a
food supply is available at all times.
The somewhat haphazard methods of storing, the wide variation
in quantity stored, the lack of distinct correlation between season
and storage, and the fact that in nearly every occupied environment abundant or at least acceptable food is available at all sea-

sons, lead the authors to interpret storage of food materials by
albigula in a warm climate as a function of its inveterate collecting instinct, rather than as a necessary habit developed by natural
selection.

The authors are informed that, in the Upper Sonoran zone,
Neotoma dens are an important (and easy) source of supply for
Forest Service or other gatherers of pinyon pine seeds (p. 522).
The species concerned might be albigula, stephensi, or lepida, any
or all.
WATER

Like other desert rodents, Neotoma has no need for a supply of
drinking water. Nor is its adaptation to the aridity of its environment so difficult to explain as is that of kangaroo rats and pocket
mice. Living in shallower burrows than Dipodomys, Neotoma is
less well protected from heat and dryness, and doubtless requires
more water from some source. That its food is the source of its
water supply seems so evident as to require little discussion. Taylor, observing caged wood rats, kept water in the cage but never
saw the animals drink or any evidence of drinking.
Its principal foods are succulent and furnish a supply of water
which is actually abundant as compared with that available to
Dipodomys and Perognathus in their relatively dry foods. Cactus,
which is nearly 90 per cent water, makes up 43.8 per cent of the
food for the year. Mesquite is the next largest food item, but
varies in succulence according to season and parts eaten. The
fresh pods and green leaves are succulent, while the ripe pods are
quite dry. The pods are very sweet, however, and the utilization
of carbohydrates yields water as a by-product. The grasses, furnishing less than 5 per cent of the annual food, are taken chiefly at
the season when green and succulent, as are also the forbs. In-

sects, although a decidedly minor item in the total volume of
food, are juicy morsels.
The variations in quantity of the two most important and com-

plementary items in the diet of the wood rat (cactus and mesquite) show some indication of the greater use of cactus in the
drier seasons. In May, for example, one of the driest months of
the year, cactus made up over 90 per cent of all food by volume.
Grass increased in August and reached its maximum use in September, precisely when there is the greatest abundance of green
grass and the weather is becoming dry.
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These correlations are not very high in the data, which are for
the single year in which stomach collections were made, but data
covering several years might show a higher correlation.
Apparently Neotoma albigula is seldom, if ever, hard pressed
for moisture. Paradoxically, it is well adapted to arid conditions
by living where the juiciest foods are available, and using mostly
those foods.

ENEMIES
PREDATORS

Wherever cholla is available, the wood rat den is a veritable

fortress and affords considerable protection against coyotes, bobcats, foxes, ringtails (Bassariscus), badgers, and skunks. Though
a badger occasionally digs into the underground portion of a den,
few indications of den disturbance by the larger predators have
been noted.
So abundant and appetizing a source of food as the wood rat
could hardly be ignored, however, and both mammalian and avian

nocturnal predators must often catch wood rats outside their
dens as they traverse the long and often exposed trails between

them. Coyote feces sometimes contain bones and hair of Neotoma, but the authors have no data on the frequency of such predation.

Pellets of the horned owl frequently contain skulls of Neotoma,

showing that the wood rat in its nightly wanderings falls easy
prey to this fierce nocturnal predator. Whether the barn owl is
powerful enough to cope with the wood rat might be questioned,
although Taylor has noted one instance of a wood rat skull found
in a barn owl pellet.
In the Carlsbad Cave region, New Mexico, Bailey wrote that

their bones [Neotoma] were the commonest of any rodent in owl pellets
in the caves and under the owls' nest along the cliffs and were also found
in pellets of ringtails, coyotes, and bobcats. . . . They are so highly edible
as to be especially sought out by birds of prey and carnivorous beasts, and
even by primitive man.

Although southern Arizona is rather well populated with several species of larger hawks, Neotoma is too nocturnal in habit
to be likely to fall prey to them with the exception of the marsh
hawk, which hunts in late afternoon and may sometimes capture
an early evening adventurer. The marsh hawk, however, is not
commonly seen hunting over good wood rat habitat, but rather
over fallow fields, weed patches, and grassy areas where wood
rats are scarce or absent.
Strangely enough the stomach examination records of the Food
Habits Division of the United States Biological Survey contain
few instances of the presence of remains of Neotoma in the stomachs of bird or mammal predators. Indeed for N. albigula there
are but two records, one of occurrence in the Harris hawk, and
one in the black-crowned night heron!
All other occurrences of the genus Neotoma are but seventeen
in number, three of which were in horned owl stomachs; and one
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each in barn owl, barred owl, and screech owl. There are but
four hawk records, one each in marsh hawk, red-tailed hawk,
Cooper hawk, and sparrow hawk. Only one wildcat stomach and
one Arizona gray fox stomach contained Neotoma remains. The
strangest item found in these data is the record of three scaled
quail stomachs containing remains of Neotoma sp., undoubtedly
consumed as carrion. Notes and other available records of feces
examination place the coyote definitely among the more important enemies of Neotoma, while stomach examinations fail to so
record it at all.
Against reptilian enemies even the cholla is little or no protection. Not only have the authors found Pituophis sayi within a
Neotoma den, and the owner of the den within the bull snake
(p. 495) , but they have records of these snakes entering chollaprotected dens without injury to themselves. Spencer in the

Verde Valley frequently found bull snakes in the dens of
Neotoma. Contrary to tradition rattlesnakes also can equally

well ignore the cactus spines, and no doubt often feed upon the

hapless wood rats, though the authors have not actually en-

countered a rattlesnake, in the field, containing a wood rat. Captive rattlesnakes readily take wood rats as food, one black-tailed
rattler (Crotalus molossus) taking two at one feeding. Crotalus
cinereous and C. scutulatus in captivity liked nothing better than
Neotoma, the larger individual taking two or three at a feeding
when very hungry.
It is doubtful whether in southern Arizona there are any snakes
other than Pituophis and the larger species of Crotalus which are
large enough to engulf an adult Neotoma. These snakes and
perhaps others may take refuge from heat or disturbance in wood
rat dens.
PARASITES

The most conspicuous parasites of Neotoma are bot or warble
fly larvae of the genus Cuterebra (Diptera, family Oestridae) .
These are most often found beneath the skin of the throat, and a
single fully developed larva is of such size as to constitute an
apparently rather formidable parasite (Pl. V, 2, 3). While in the
majority of infested individuals only one larva is present, in
many instances there are more. Spencer recorded (notes) in the
Verde Valley that
of thirty-nine consecutive examinations we found twenty-four of the rats
to be infested, almost 62 per cent. Not single bot fly larvae, but as many
as four and five ... specimens on one rat. Located at the throat they made
a mass larger than the head of the rat. We found females with nursing
young, all three infested.

Bailey in 1906 recorded that each of five wood rats taken near
Cliff, New Mexico, had from one to three grubs in their throats.
These were more severe individual infestations, and a heavier
infestation of the wood rat as a species, by Cuterebra, than has
ever been observed on the Santa Rita Range.
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The authors show that only twenty-two, or 8 per cent of the

275 wood rats examined for warbles on the Range and contiguous

areas of southern Arizona, were infested. The authors have not
noticed any evidence that this parasite produces ultraserious
effects upon the host.

As with the warble flies of the jack rabbit, so with these; the
authors have neither taken nor seen the adult fly on or about
Neotoma or its den, nor have they ever found the eggs on the
hairs of the host, and the means by which infestation occurs is
still a matter of conjecture (Painter, 1930, 33, 34) . Specimens
of the flies have been reared from larvae, and two species from
albigula have thus been determined. These are Cuterebra latifrons Coq., and C. approximata Walker. The authors are indebted
to D. G. Hall, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, for
these identifications.
Four species of fleas taken from albigula have been determined

by Karl Jordan, British Museum, to whom the authors are also
indebted. Strangely enough, the common stick-tight flea of poultry, Echidophaga gallinaceus Westwood, is a not uncommon para-

site of the wood rat in locations far removed from any poultry
and where no poultry has ever been. Orchopeas sexdentatus

schizentus Jordan, Thrassis arizonensis Baker, and Amomiopsyila
nudatus Baker also occur on the animal. The last named flea was

found on albigula taken at an altitude of 8,200 feet in the Santa
Rita Mountains, an unusual altitude record for this wood rat in
southern Arizona. The same flea has also been taken near Tucson (altitude 2,400 feet).
From the high altitude specimens of Neotoma were secured also
specimens of a mite Euhaemogamasus utahensis (determined by
H. E. Ewing, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine) , and
a tick, Ornithodorus sp. The latter specimen is a nymph, not yet

identifiable. Dermacentor parumapertus, the tick common on
jack rabbits, also occurs on N. albigula.

Possibly the most important parasites, from the standpoint of
human welfare, are the assassin bugs, genus Triatoma (Hemiptera, Reduviidae) , of which two species, protracta and uhleri,
have been found associated with albigula. That these predatory
blood-sucking insects are truly parasitic on the wood rat is clear
from the manner of their occurrence. When a den is opened with
some care (southern Arizona) so as to expose the nest with the
least disturbance, these bugs are usually found in the immediate
vicinity, and often actually on or in the nest itself, particularly
at the entrance. While it is difficult to clear away den materials
and expose the nest without some disturbance, still the preference
of Triatoma for the nest proper rather than some random location
in the den is apparent. Various stages from young nymphs to
adults were found-sometimes the latter only, sometimes nymphs
only, and not infrequently both nymphs and adults. The adults,
being fairly large and dark in color, were relatively easy to see.
But the smaller nymphs, paler in color, were by no means conspicuous among the variegated litter of the den, and many indi-
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viduals must have been missed, though in each of the 100 dens
closely examined some pains were taken to find them.
The nymphs especially were often more or less engorged with
blood, and since they have no wings, they must have fed upon
the wood rat. A half dozen or more of these insects are probably
quite a drain upon an individual wood rat.
The common occurrence of Triatoma in the den of albigula,
which undoubtedly, is its breeding place, gives a certain direct
economic importance to the presence of the wood rat in the near
vicinity of human habitations. During a certain period in the
spring, roughly May and June, there are frequent complaints
from persons who have been bitten by these bugs, the responsible insects being brought for identification. This time of year
appears to be the swarming period, providing for intermingling
and distribution of the species. The results of these attacks are
serious for some, though other individuals seem to feel little or
no effect (Wehrle, 1939, 150). Since observed symptoms appear
too soon after bites are inflicted to be the result of infection by a
blood parasite, they are probably caused by a poisonous salivary
secretion of the insect. Triatoma, however, is known to carry
protozoan blood parasites of the trypanosome group (Kofoid and
Whitaker, 1936) and investigations may yet show some specific
disease relationship.
In any case, it is just as well to avoid bites of this insect, and
elimination of wood rats from the immediate vicinity of dwellings is an effective preventive. Apparently Triatoma does not fly
far, for in several instances under observation trapping out of
wood rats within a radius of about 100 yards has proved an effective control. The wood rat is easily caught with an ordinary
snap trap, baited with nut meat and oatmeal.
DISEASES

The authors have seen but little direct evidence of disease in
wood rats in the field. During the detailed study of the 100 dens,
two or three instances were encountered in which the den occupant was found dead and more or less mummified within the nest.
In July, 1936, on the northern edge of the Kaibab Plateau (Upper
Sonoran zone) Vorhies noted that a high percentage of the wood
rat (Neotoma lepida monstrabilis) dens appeared to be unused.
Trapping verified the suspicion, as did the opening up of several
dens. The unused dens were unoccupied or contained only the
dead and withered remains of their owners. At least 90 per cent
of the dens being vacant gave the appearance of an epidemic, but

the cause was not determinable from the dried remains of the
victims.
Kofoid and his associates found the protozoan Trichomonas sp.

throughout the small intestine, caecum, and colon of the wood
rat. T. caviae was also found, most plentifully in jejunum, ileum,
caecum, and colon, and in the duodenum in 38 per cent of the
wood rats studied. There was no indication, say these authors,
that Trichomonas was pathogenic in either the wood rat or the
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Norway rat, although it is frequently present in enormous numbers. Seemingly in the wood rat Trichomonas may be a relatively
harmless commensal, although "in the guinea pig red blood corpuscles have often been found ingested by these flagellates."
Chilomastix sp. was found in the caecum and colon of the wood
rat, and Coccidia were found in the jejunum, ileum, and caecum.
The function or relationships of these protozoa to the physiology
of the animal are not fully elucidated, although Coccidia are said
to be definitely pathogenic for the guinea pig and Norway rat.
The Coccidia found in the wood rats examined by these writers
were Eimeria neotomae and E. residua.
NUMBERS

Taking a census of the wood rat population on the Range is

much less difficult than estimation of the numbers of jack rabbits
(Vorhies and Taylor, 1933, 556) , and is
simple as a kangaroo
ratcensus (Vorhies and Taylor, 1922, 36). Except when young
are still with the mother, there is but one wood rat to a den; the

inhabited dens are easily recognized and of course, being conspicuous, are readily counted.

In those areas most favorable for wood rats, the populations
are often as great as ten per acre, and a maximum of 20.7 per
acre has been recorded. In a special study of wood rat dens on
a limited area, 25 tenth-acre squares were laid off, and the den locations mapped (Fig. 7). Within this 2.5-acre square were twenty-seven occupied dens, almost exactly one per tenth acre, though

as the map shows they were unevenly distributed even in this
small favorable area. Thirteen were carefully excavated (part
of the 100 dens) and the inhabitants of ten were caught and
sexed. There was no regularity of distribution or alternation of
males and females.

The maximum of all populations determined was found in a
sandy wash where shrubs were numerous (Table 1). In this
area of 1.99 acres were found forty-one dens, or 20.7 per acre.
The 56-mile transect census gives the most extensive and fair-

est sampling of the wood rat populations for the Santa Rita

Range. This transect covered a total area of 186.59 acres, on

which were counted 892 dens, or 4.78 per acre. On the six component parts of this major transect the population density varied
from a minimum of 0.23 rat per acre on the 30.3 acres of the foot-

hill strip (Fig. 2, A) to maxima of 7.4 and 7.7 per acre in the
semidesert (C) and mesa (B) types, respectively (Pl. I and Pl.

VIII, 2, 3.)
Using the figure of 4.78 per acre as the best census sample of the

area, the authors estimate that the 50,808 acres of the Santa Rita
Range carry a total population of about 242,862 wood rats.
FLUCTUATIONS

During the 20 years that the authors have worked more or less
intensively on the Range and somewhat extensively elsewhere in
southern Arizona, they have noted no observable fluctuations in
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Figure 7.-Den distribution on 2.5 acres (twenty-five 1/10 acre squares)
Santa Rita Experimental Range, with shelter plants: C, Celtis pallida; CA,
catclaw; CH, cholla; E, Ephedra; M, mesquite; P, prickly pear. (The sex
symbols indicate the capture of a wood rat of that sex at the den in question.)

the numbers of Neotoma. Minor fluctuations would scarcely be
noticeable because of the relative permanence of the den structures. Not until it has been for some time unused does a den show
clearly that it has been abandoned. A small percentage of old,
unused dens may be observed when putting out trap lines, but
this percentage has not changed noticeably on the Range from
year to year.
The only conspicuous instance personally known to the writers
of a heavy reduction of numbers has already been referred to
under "Diseases" (p. 510). Bailey (1931, 180) writes that wood rats

were excessively numerous over the Deming Plain and in parts
of the Rio Grande Valley, New Mexico, in 1907. Whether the
species was albigula or canescens was not determined. Much of
the desert vegetation was said to have been killed during their
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abundance. The following year they were reduced to normal
numbers. Perhaps the species is mildly cyclic.
ECONOMIC STATUS

The economic status of Neotoma albigula may be discussed
under three heads: harmful, neutral, beneficial.
POSSIBLY HARMFUL ACTIVITIES
Consumption of grass

The study of food habits of the animal shows beyond question

that the wood rat does eat some grass. It will have been observed, however, that the amount of this material in the wood
rat's diet is limited (see Figs. 4, 5, and p. 500). Green grass was
never found stored in the den structure, although on rare occasions sprigs or stalks of dried grasses were observed. In the

Verde Valley, Arizona, January 18, 1934, some cropping of grass

along wood rat trails was noted. One or 2 quarts of dry grass
were regularly used in nest building. Spencer found grass used
in the construction of nests in more than 500 dens excavated in

this valley but no green grasses stored in any of the dens. In one
den the inner bark of cedar (juniper) had been used instead of
grass. The most serious instance of grass utilization by wood rats

was reported by Spencer, who observed a large area in which
the dens of wood rats were constructed of the roots and crowns
of Hilaria and Aristida, two of the commonest, although by no
means the best range grasses of the area. At least a bushel of
these dry grass crowns could be collected at each den. Spencer
could not determine whether these materials were loose dead
tufts merely gathered by the rat or whether they represented
real damage to the range through the removal of live turf by the
animal. On the other hand, a dense growth of Hilaria was ob-

served seemingly undisturbed about a wood rat den (Pl. VII, 2).
The season of 1933-34 was an unusually dry year in southern
Arizona. All forage, including grasses, was subjected to unusually heavy pressure in consequence. The winter rains were short,
and the crop of annuals was correspondingly small. Grass was
sparse or absent, and what grass there was had greened up less
than usual. If the wood rat is typically a grass eater, the trait
should have become apparent at such a time. In March, 1934,

the writers examined a large number of wood rat dens and

checked on the condition of grass in the immediate vicinity to
see whether or not the animals kept the grass cropped off about
their dens. Clumps of dry Aristida sp., Sporobolus sp., Muhlenbergia porteri, and Chaetochloa sp. were found in the first few
dens examined in close proximity to occupied wood rat dens in
the shelter of cholla and prickly pear cactus (Pl. VIII, 1). The
cacti, of course, do not protect the grasses from the wood rat, for
the latter animal lives in the midst of cactus clumps and is perfectly at home there. Seemingly the wood rat never cleans up
the grass about its den as does the banner-tailed kangaroo rat, for
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example. A further observation gave an additional check on this

point. On the Range several patches of green grass were observed. These clumps of grass were in the shelter of low-growing hackberries, mesquites, or thick cacti. In several instances
large occupied wood rat dens were found under the same shelter
plants. The grass was just as conspicuous about the protective

clumps under which there were wood rat dens as about those

where there were none.
On September 22, 1933, Taylor made note of the observation
that in Pasture 12 of the Range "the wood rats evidently do not

even touch the grasses about their dens. They make trails

through them sometimes but do not cut or eat them."
Even in ultra-arid periods when grass is sparse everywhere,
the best grasses were underneath protective vegetation that also
sheltered wood rat dens. Consumption of grass by the pack rat
appears to be incidental and unimportant, while actual benefit to
the grass may result (see p. 520) . If overgrazing by livestock had

not gone so far, the question of the wood rat damage to grass
would simply never have come up.
A ranchman in the Verde Valley once sent in a hurry call for
some help to keep the wood rat under control. An investigation

showed a "stomp lot" pasture near the ranch headquarters so

seriously overgrazed by domestic livestock that there seemed to
be little left even for the wood rats, which were feeding largely
on cactus and various scattered herbs. Outside this pasture where
the cattle could not get at it was a large occupied wood rat den
with an abundance of grass close to it. Not the wood rats but the
livestock had eliminated the grass.
The process seems to be something like this. Overgrazing first
eliminates all the palatable vegetation and all chance of economic
solvency; then the ranchman may unconsciously blame some
obvious but entirely innocent party, as in the present instance.
Elimination of the wood rats would make no appreciable impression on this ranchman's pasture problem which will not be solved
until the livestock are reduced to the proper carrying capacity of
the land. The remedy lies in livestock management, not in rodent control. All observations strengthen the feeling that removal
of the wood rats, although it would be costly, would not appreciably improve range forage.
Nuisance about habitations

The wood rat may become a nuisance about farm houses or
other farm buildings as well as in cabins in the mountains or on
the plains. Vernon Bailey, working on the Santa Rita Experimental Range in 1921, wrote:
In buildings they cause some annoyance and occasionally a slight loss of
food or injury to clothing, harnesses, saddles, or blankets. They also carry
away any small articles such as knives, forks, spoons, combs, brushes, soap,
false teeth, watches, or anything of a convenient size for building material,
sometimes leaving some other object they happen to be carrying, a stick,
bone, or cow chip, in place of a more desirable piece. Lost articles can
usually be traced to the nearest rat house and recovered, however, and even
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a permanent trade makes a good story that is in most cases ample compensation for a small loss. Still the ranchmen, miners, and campers generally kill all the wood rats they can in some clumsy way, generally shooting them with a 30-30 rifle or catching them in a coyote trap. In the Nicholson cellar (an old mine shaft) wood rats were taking a few apples every
night and could not be stopped. I set two traps and got two rats and there

was no more trouble.

Wood rats are among the easiest animals to trap, an ordinary
wooden rat trap baited with a piece of nut meat being effective
for the purpose.

The wood rat's proclivity for filching anything bright or unusual or indeed almost anything lying around loose within their
range results in some amusing or occasionally exasperating situations. Thus the army surgeon Mearns (1907, 447) tells of their
walking off with some boxes of pills from a cabin in Bloody Basin,
Arizona, the night of April 19-20, 1888. He trapped a couple of the
rats in a closet of the quarters where he lived and recovered from

their nest "a number of articles of household use that had been
missed by us from time to time, the loss of which had occasioned
us some inconvenience." One time, says Mearns, a wood rat
gnawed a hole in a pannier and destroyed a number of stuffed
birdskins. They carried hen's eggs to their nests, "and pill and
powder boxes were frequently abstracted from the house of my
patients by this meddlesome and pilfering rat." The whole annual supply of candles and cakes of soap was carried upstairs
from the storeroom to the farthest corner of the garret of the
post hospital at Fort Verde (now Camp Verde, Arizona) .
According to a Mr. Bell (July-August, 1916) , a long-time resident of Verde Valley, Arizona, one or more wood rats had taken
away half a bag of corn from an old adobe storehouse near Montezuma Well; Mrs. Bell said a wood rat once entered the cabin of an
aunt of hers through a stove-pipe hole in the roof and stole a set
of false teeth from the floor where they had fallen.
Trap losses were frequently experienced along lines of mouse

traps set by the writers in the vicinity of wood rat dens; and as
many as four mouse traps have been located in a single den,
gathered from a space of from 50 to 100 feet along the trap line.
The story is told, perhaps an exaggeration, of friction engendered
between a man and his wife who lived at a lonely ranch in the
wood rat country. The man accused his faithful spouse of taking
money from his trouser pockets as he slept at night. Harmony
was restored by finding a number of silver coins in the den of a
near-by wood rat. A favorite habit of the wood rat, one that

would justify a chuckle if the animal were human, is that of carrying the redoubtable joints of the porcupinelike cholla cactus into
farm house privies, where very often they are stored in a corner,
on the seat or the floor!

The native white-throated wood rat does not at all belong in

the nuisance class as does the exotic Norway rat or its congeners
from abroad. For the most part the life of the wood rat is entirely
upright, even from the viewpoint of man, and his unconscious
peccadillos are more amusing than costly or dangerous.
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It is a common practice on the part of some ranchmen to burn
out the dens of wood rats on the theory that the animal is harm-

ful-a rather cruel and scarcely effective way to "control" the
species.

On June 1, 1927, two incendiary fires occurred on the Prescott
District, Prescott National Forest, Arizona. They spread to about
1/4 acre each before being put out by the rangers. "Both fires
were started in pack rat's nests in manzanita thickets about 100
yards apart." But this incident can hardly be blamed on the
wood rat.
Damage to range forage plants

During dry periods the wood rat sometimes cuts off buds,
leaves, or other plant parts and may even gnaw the bark from
bushes and trees (PI. VI, 3). Some of these may be girdled, although few or no instances have been definitely recorded by the
writers.

It is well known that in soapweed (Yucca sp.) country the
white-throated wood rat may cut off some of the daggerlike
leaves. While it is true that yuccas are an emergency feed for
livestock in severe dought periods, the leaves are not used, and
the writers have never seen enough damage of this kind by the
wood rat to count much. Clements (1920, 317) records wood

rat work on Y. radiosa and Y. arborescens; Campbell and Keller
(1932, 365), on Yucca elata (Jornada Experimental Range, New
Mexico) ; and Goldman, on Rhus microphylla (at Cuchillo, New
Mexico) .

Some girdling of mesquite and ocotillo and an appreciable
amount of bark peeling during very dry periods have been observed, but there is some question whether this work should be
counted as damage or benefit-in extensive areas in Texas in
1939, payments were being made under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration program for the removal of mesquite, and
the Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station has published a
bulletin on control of mesquite!

(Streets and Stanley, 1938.)

Damage to cultivated plants

There is a single instance in which a wood rat gnawed a patch
of bark 3 inches in diameter from a 5 year old apple tree. This
was reported by Goldman, who made the observation at Cuchillo,
New Mexico. In this instance nests of the wood rats were seen
about rocks and in clumps of Rhus microphylla along the valley
bluffs and in clumps of mesquite and Atriplex in the valley bottom. From these nests numerous runways led off through the
weeds along the edges of alfalfa fields and orchards. The damaged
tree was located close to one of these runways. A trap was set at

the spot and a wood rat taken. The patch of gnawed bark had
been enlarged during the night. No other trees in the orchard
showed any signs of injury. In any case of this kind a few ordinary wooden rat traps judiciously placed and baited should
quickly eliminate the difficulty.
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Dissemination of cactus

The wood rat may help disseminate cactus, although the pressure of overgrazing by livestock is the real cause of cactus spread
on the grazing range.

A small plant of Opuntia fulgida 2 or 3 inches high was ob-

served on the Range December 14, 1933. The cactus had sprouted
from a small joint that appeared to have been dropped at the side
of a wood rat trail 3 feet from a den of the animal and 30 feet from

the nearest fulgida bush. In another place a small clump of
cholla cactus about 12 inches high had evidently grown up from
a joint or a fruit dropped along an old wood rat trail. On another

occasion a pad of prickly pear seemed to have been dragged 15 to
30 feet to a suitable place under a mesquite, where its succulent
flesh had been sampled by the wood rat.
Although pointed attention was given the possible role of the
wood rat in planting cactus, the writers could never satisfy them-

selves that the animal was very important in cactus dissemination. Inspection of hundreds of trails made it apparent that the

wood rat seldom drops cholla joints, although it may occasionally
do so. Almost all the small chollas can be accounted for in other

ways than by wood rat planting. Most of them take root within
the circle of the parent plant. Others appear under bushes, as if
their seeds had been carried there by birds. It is true that young
and old chollas are found along wood rat trails; but one cannot be

sure that the trails were not made to take advantage of the

chollas after they were established.
There may be a different relationship between the wood rat and
the prickly pear. On July 20, 1933, a time of unusual dryness, near
Tucson, Arizona, a number of large prickly pears were dying in
their central portions, a half or more of the entire plant often appearing to be completely dead. The sequence of events seems to

be about as follows: a wood rat takes up its abode in a prickly
pear cactus clump; the miscellaneous materials of a typical wood
rat den are piled over the central portions of the pear, evidently
favoring the growth of a fungus that kills the cactus. The disease
radiates outwardly from the central portions of the cactus sometimes causing the entire plant to succumb. More often, however,
only the middle part dies and the peripheral portions remain alive.
It is doubtful if any permanent damage is done to the species, for
whenever a peripheral portion of the plant touches the ground it

is likely to take root, forming a circle of new plants about the
parent. The role of the wood rat in the matter is not entirely
clear. It may handicap the prickly pear in some cases, help to
spread it in others. Whether the pear itself is beneficial or harmful may be open to question. In some places it is about the only
effective ground cover remaining and serves as emergency feed
for stock. Therefore it would seem to be beneficial, although in
western Texas, at least, the federal government is making benefit
payments to stockmen for its removal in the supposed interest of
range improvement.
It should be remembered that neither prickly pear nor cholla
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would be able to spread much in good range country, at least, if
grazing by livestock had not so weakened the original grass turf
as to permit these plants to obtain a foothold. The fundamental
and continuing cause of spread of cactus on the western range is
overgrazing. To place the blame on birds or the wood rat is manifestly unfair and misleading.
In its search for natural enemies of the prickly pear, the Australian government is reported to have investigated the wood rat.
Since, in an overgrazed area, at least, the animal is more likely to
spread than to restrict the prickly pear, the wood rat would certainly not be a favorable species for the purpose of prickly pear
control.
The wood rat and birds' nests

Gorsuch reports that some residents in the Globe district, Arizona, believe that wood rats consume the eggs of Gambel quail
laid near their dens. While analogy with the carnivorous propensities of some other rodents might make this assertion plausible,
there is as yet no convincing evidence. On the other hand, Gorsuch records (1934, 22) the discovery of four Gambel quail nests
"placed in the active dens of the wood rat (Neotoma albigula) ."
None of these was destroyed by the wood rats, though in one of
them the quail had appropriated an outside nest of the rat for its
own use! J. C. McNelty of the Prescott National Forest, Arizona,
found the shells of quail eggs in a wood rat's den; but this does
not necessarily demonstrate that the rat broke up the nest and ate
the eggs. The eggs may easily have hatched naturally or they
may have been broken and contents eaten by some other animal.
Of course any egg shells found would be promptly carried off to
its nest by the wood rat. Assuredly there is no instinctive fear
of wood rats on the part of young quail, for at Roosevelt, Arizona,
several little quail not more than 2 or 3 days old unhesitatingly
took refuge in a wood rat den.
A charge against the wood rat in reference to bird's nests was
brought by Edwards (1919, 66) who writes that "on the Mohave
and Colorado deserts, and particularly the Mexican deserts, the
large desert wood rats and ground squirrels cause the destruction
of many nests." Although this statement seems a bit too sweeping and recalls the easy off -hand dogmatism of the superficial observer, nevertheless, the arboreal and cactus-climbing habit of the
wood rat would make it easily possible for it to invade and destroy
the nests of the cactus wren. Assuredly the cactus would be no
barrier, for the wood rat climbs freely about the most formidable
and spiny clumps and sometimes nests above the ground. But
even here the evidence is not convincing and up to date the final
verdict must be "not proved." The authors have seen no evidence
whatever of such nest destruction.
Harboring blood-sucking insects

The wood rat harbors Triatoma in its nests and so may be a

vector of a protozoan infection of man for which that cone-nosed
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bug is responsible (Wehrle, 1939, 153) . At least, this insect is a
painful nuisance about human habitations (p. 509).
NEUTRAL ACTIVITIES

Among the neutral activities of the wood rat may properly be
included nearly all of its food habits. In consuming the mesquite,
cactus, weeds, and herbs which constitute its principal food, seemingly the animal is doing neither good nor harm to man's interest.
It is possible that in some of the more arid portions of the desert

the work of the wood rat in peeling the bark from bushes and
shrubs might be considered as detrimental. If so, a good deal
of the government's activities in removing cactus, juniper, and
mesquite from the range as a part of the range conservation program under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration leaves
the wood rat far behind!
In the Hachita country, southwestern New Mexico, in 1908,
Goldman wrote that the wood rat was doing serious injury to
numerous native plants:

Many yucca leaves are cut off and large holes are sometimes gnawed in the
trunks. Nearly all the Fouquierias have their branches bitten off near the

tips at all heights up to over 8 feet from the ground. And in numerous
instances in addition to this injury the trunks are more or less completely
girdled near the ground, and branches may be similarly girdled for a
space of 4 to 6 inches at any point from the main trunk to their tips. Some
of the branches cut off are nearly an inch in diameter. In a few cases,
especially if the Fouquieria is rather small, all the branches may be cut off
within 2 or 3 feet of the ground. A number of dead Fouquierias were evidently girdled in former years. Those recently girdled are not thriving.
Various species of shrubs have more or less of their bark gnawed off by
wood rats.

In later work (near Socorro, New Mexico, in 1909) the same field
biologist mentioned damage to yucca and ocotillo and also to various cacti, "including Echinocereus in which the short fleshy stems
are hollowed out from near the ground, below the area covered so
thickly with spines. In some cases the spaces hollowed out had
been filled with excrement of wood rats." Later in the same year,
near Lake Valley, New Mexico, Goldman complained of the wood

rats cutting off the leaves of yucca and sotol (Dasylirion), and
Acacia constricta as well. The trunks of the latter were reported

to be girdled, and in a few places the branches or tops, nearly 1/2
inch in diameter, were severed. "Near a nest in a ledge of rocks
many small branches of Morus parvifo/ia have been cut off and
some piled on the nest."
The writers have seen a good deal of work of this general type
on most of the shrubs named, and, while it is undoubtedly serious
to the plants, it is probably not very detrimental, indeed, may be
favorable to mankind. For one thing it is extremely diffuse, even
in seasons of unusual aridity, and, for another, it is confined to
browse and brushy species of relatively less value than the grass
they may be supposed to displace. It is felt that this type of work
should rather be classed as neutral in character, or even in some
cases, beneficial, at least from the point of view of man.
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Seemingly wood rats take to bark feeding only as an emergency

or drought ration, preferring cactus joints, mesquite beans or
leaves, and a variety of herbaceous species, when available, or
perhaps when present in sufficiently succulent condition.
BENEFICIAL ACTIVITIES

Does the wood rat do any real good to anybody or anything?

There are five ways in which the animal may benefit man's
interest.

Effects on soil

The wood rat exercises an appreciable but little-recognized effect upon the soil. The habitat of the wood rat is altogether in

arid lands where humus is at a premium. The animal accumulates
miscellaneous loose materials in its dens, including sticks, cactus
joints, yucca leaves, weeds, seeds, bones, and a varied assortment
of animal as well as plant parts. Through its own excavating,
defecating, and urinating activities, it helps to incorporate organic
matter in the soil. If the wood rat consumes twice its own weight

of dry food in a year, an extremely conservative estimate, the

amount eaten and metabolized into digestive end products is appreciable on areas where the animals are abundant-80 tons is the
estimate for the Range (Taylor, 1935, 129) .

Greene and Reynard (1932) and Greene and Murphy (1932)
made chemical and physical examination of soils beneath wood
rat dens. They found that in every case these soils contained a
larger quantity of soluble salts than did soils uninfluenced by
these burrowing rodents. The increases were especially pronounced in the case of calcium, magesium, bicarbonate, and nitrate ions. In the long run, Greene and Reynard assert that the
beneficial effects will overshadow the ill effects and that these
animals are exerting measurable influences on the chemical and
physical properties of the soil. The wood rat was found to exercise very slight physical changes in the soil (Greene and Murphy,
1932. 362) . Of interest in this connection, although pertaining to
a different species of wood rat, is the report by Streator (1930, 318)
of obtaining from ten to twenty sacks of manure from under each
of the older and larger houses of the wood rat living in the vicinity

of Santa Cruz, California. This material is gathered by the hundreds of sacks and shipped to greenhouses, where florists have
found it especially benefical' for fern culture.
It is a legitimate question whether these burrowing rodents do
not fulfill an important and beneficial role on wild and uncultivated lands. There is a distinct possibility that in arid lands where
earthworms are absent burrowing rodents may be an important
element in promoting soil fertility, not only through their addition of metabolized plant materials but also their concentration
of nitrogenous matter and its more effective incorporation in the
soil.

Vestal (1938, 35) writes that for the dusky-footed wood rat
(Neotoma fuscipes) in the Berkeley region of California, house
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building is a continuous process. Weathering, falling limbs and
branches, enemies, ground-working birds, decomposition of materials in the base, and activities of the rodents themselves all
contribute to this end. "Accumulation of water in the basal
mulch in winter, and the spread of compost from the base, are
reflected in more abundant plant growth about houses of wood
rats." The amount of the droppings is appreciable (loc. cit., 9).
Judging from the rate of deposition determined from the captive female,
rats in the 516 houses located on the 24.8 acres in Greenhouse Canyon,
would in a year's time, void 1,677 gallons, or approximately 2,690 cubic
feet, of feces [sic]. This is equivalent to a layer one inch deep over 32,282
square feet (nearly three-fourths of an acre). In the aggregate, fecal
excrement of wood rats apparently assumes proportions significant for the
habitat.

The following entry appears in Taylor's notes from the Range

for September 22, 1933:
Vegetation about the dens of pack rats in Pasture 12 is much more rank
than away from the dens. Good rains have occurred recently. The softer
and more nitrogenous earth about the dens is evidently much better adapted to a luxuriant growth of vegetation than the earth farther away.

Among the plants listed on this occasion about pack rat dens were
Cladothrix lanuginosa, Chaetochloa composita, Aristida ternipes,

Valota saccharata, Chloris elegans, Panicum arizonicum, and
Ayenia microphy//a. About old abandoned wood rat dens also the
grass was notably more luxuriant than elsewhere.

Bennett (1939, 589) writes that the pack rat may assist in the
construction of check dams in the numerous gullies in the cactus
country of Arizona.
May aid in planting

The wood rat may subserve a valuable function in planting oaks
and pines and some of the browse plants. Its possible effect in
planting mesquite, however, is certainly of small consequence as
compared with the role of cattle and horses in spreading mesquite.
Grinnell working in California (1936, 80-82) has referred to the

"up-hill planters," animals such as blue jays, digger ground

squirrels, and dusky-footed wood rats, creatures having, seemingly, much to do with the slow up-hill movements of oaks, which
otherwise might move down slope but could not perhaps get their

seeds planted at higher levels. The white-throated wood rat, in
the arid Southwest, helps to extend the range of the mesquite,
the oaks, and the pines, carrying the pods, acorns, and cones of
these species to some little distance from the original parent tree.
A number of pine cones was observed (February 4, 1925) in the
rocks about the margin of a crater near Flagstaff, Arizona. The
cones had been carried there by wood rats, here probably chiefly

Neotoma mexicana pinetorum.
Wood rats at Turkey Creek Ranger Station, Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona, were using Chihuahua pine cones abundantly in
their dens. A few pinyons also were observed. It may easily be
that the presence of pines and various other species of trees and
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browse so commonly seen on elevations and rocky ledges and on
lower slopes of desert mountain ranges were originally planted

by wood rats or other rodents. If only an occasional "take" is
registered the work would be nevertheless effective. As Grinnell
points out in the work just cited, perhaps one successful germination in a million acorns would provide for replacement of the oak
forest. Similarly, if one pine cone or acorn or seed pod in a million or two resulted in real establishment of a successful individual tree or bush, the wood rat would be quite definitely promoting woods and browse spread.

Castetter (1935a, 41) refers to the role of rats in gathering

pinyons, which are collected by the Navajo and other Indians and
sold on the market. He writes:
The most fruitful method of gathering pifions is by robbing the nests of
rats who usually store from ten to thirty pounds of the seeds in a nest.
The natives contend that a good crop of piflons is produced every seven
years, and that it is accompanied by an epidemic of smallpox.

The pinyons are sold locally or traded at stores where they are
purchased in large quantities by pinyon traders.
In 1915 a total of 5,000,000 pounds of piflons were exported from New
Mexico and Arizona, and in 1929 New Mexico alone shipped 2,143,000
pounds of the nuts. An average of more than 2,500,000 pounds are annually
exported from the two states. Almost all of these piflons go to New York
City and Boston, where, after being roasted they are sold chiefly by cart
venders or in penny slot machines under the name of Indian nuts.

The extent to which the white-throated wood rat takes part in

the pinyon industry is not definitely known, but its range includes
much of the New Mexico and Arizona pinyon country, and it is
likely one of the principal species involved.
Food value

Finally, and possibly most importantly, the wood rat is of some
value for food, both for wild flesh eaters and man. On the desert
and in the arid lands generally it is a key-industry species (Elton,
1935, 57) , serving as an important mechanism for the conversion
of plant material to meat for the use of carnivores. It is not unlikely that it is an important buffer also, diverting the attention of
predatory species from game birds and mammals and so relieving
the game from a good deal of predation. As Bailey wrote in his
notes on the Santa Rita in 1921, "these animals help to feed the
hawks, owls, bobcats and coyotes, and thus protect stock, poultry
and game. They are a favorite prey of many carnivorous birds
and mammals." On the other hand, heavy populations of wood

rats may attract certain predators or perhaps encourage their

increase.
In 1892, while working in San Luis Potosi and Jesus Maria, Mexico, Nelson found the wood rat (Neotoma albigula leucodon) was

considered a delicacy by the common people of the region. The
animals were dug from their burrows in large numbers, he reports,
and then were drawn and sold regularly with rabbits and other
game in the San Luis Potosi market. The manner of handling
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them was as follows: When taken far from town it was a common practice for hunters to break the two lower incisors close to
the jaw so the animal could not bite. They were then placed in a
sack and carried alive to town, following which they were killed,
drawn, and placed on the market, their being freshly killed is used

as a special inducement to purchasers. One time Nelson found

fifty or sixty rats still warm and bloody, and on inquiry developed

the above interesting items. Wherever he went in the country
about San Luis he heard these wood rats praised as a delicately
flavored article of food. In Aguas Calientes also the natives prize
the wood rat very highly for food, claiming that they are much

stronger and a more bracing food than the flesh of rabbits or
chickens. For this reason they said they were fine for invalids
or weak persons. They were on sale in the market in the city of
Aguas Calientes. As displayed on the market each rat had its
throat cut across, the body split open for disemboweling, and a
stick thrust through the sinew of the gambrel joints.
Bailey, working on the Range in 1921, describes the flesh of the
wood rat as white, tender, and of delicious flavor, about as meaty
as Arizona quail and just as good, also much easier to get.

You have only to poke a stick under the house and tip it over and catch the
rat. With the abundance of these animals and the visnaga in every desert

valley it is small wonder that the native Indians were well able to go

where the soldiers could not follow. No one need starve or die of thirst in
this most arid of our deserts. To one who knows the country and what
there is in it tales of danger and hardship sound silly.

While working with a Biological Survey party in the Verde

Valley, Arizona, in 1916, Taylor was advised by Mr. and Mrs. Bell,

long-time residents, that the Indians take dogs and clamber over
the foothills after the rats, sometimes gathering forty to fifty at a
time. The animals were then stewed, skins and all, and used for
food.

In Tucson in 1935 the writers were served some very delicious
meat by Mr. and Mrs. Don A. Spencer of the Biological Survey.
In taste and flavor the meat resembled quail, but was even more
delicious. Before the dinner was over it developed that the whitethroated wood rat was the source of the delectable dish.
A novel pet

A long time ago Audubon and Bachman suggested the domestication of the wood rat. The writers do not have the original reference at hand so cannot present the argument. As a pet, however, the wood rat has distinct possibilities, especially in the
cactus country. In habit the animal is principally nocturnal, of
course, so one could enjoy it only at night. Its activities, its nest
and den building, and especially its nonchalant handling of the
fearful joints of the cholla cactus are ever interesting. Its food
habits are such that it could easily be maintained, and its utilization as a household pet, preferably in a suitable roomy cage with
a nest box provided, is suggested. At least one could be sure of
having a novelty, and one of perpetual interest to those with a
bent toward studies of the natural history of the desert.
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SUMMARY OF WOOD RAT STATUS

On the plains or desert country wood rats require shelter in the
form of brushy vegetation. Seemingly they must also have such
materials as cactus, mesquite, and a considerable variety of herbs,
weeds, and other plants for food. It is noteworthy that the wood
rat population is sparse in a well-maintained stand of climax
grass. On the other hand, it is most numerous in the overgrazed
semidesert type, where there are plenty of chollas, prickly pears,
mesquites, catclaws, hackberries, and other shrubs. In climax
grassland one must walk miles to find any wood rats at all; on
overgrazed areas, into which brush has entered, one often finds
wood rats at the rate of ten or more to the acre, or from 6,400 and
up per section. Apparently the environment, in this instance, has
more effect on the wood rat than the wood rat does on its environment. The occurrence of the wood rat in large numbers is
much more of a result than a cause of overgrazing. The adaptability of the wood rat, both as regards food and shelter, is marked
and is undoubtedly closely associated with its success as a species.
It is not, however, properly speaking, omnivorous, for it eats very
little flesh, even of insects, and it consumes very little grass.
It should be helpful in appraising the status of the wood rat to
consider further some details of its successional position. It is a
matter of observation that as the grazing range deteriorates, in
various parts of the Southwest, brush and small trees, such as
mesquite, hackberries, huisache, juniper, creosote bush, cholla
cactus, and prickly pear tend to increase. The superior perennial
grasses tend to be replaced by annuals of the 6-weeks type, and
numerous weeds become abundant. It is equally obvious that the
character of the animal population changes also. Cottontails,
cotton rats, meadow mice, harvest mice, and other species characteristic of thick grass tend to decrease, and jack rabbits (see Taylor, Vorhies, and Lister; 1935) , kangaroo rats, prairie dogs, ground
squirrels, and wood rats, also coyotes, bobcats, and certain hawks
and owls tend to increase. All these species that become more
abundant as overgrazing proceeds are true members of a subclimax community dependent on grazing by domestic livestock.
It is important to keep this point in mind in planning for appropriate management. There is little use in removing mesquite,
juniper, or prickly pear, or "controlling" allegedly harmful range
rodents, unless the grazing pressure from domestic livestock, the
primary and fundamental cause of the difficult situation, is sufficiently reduced to permit the range to recover. If, on the other
hand, the grass is relieved from grazing pressure by livestock and
allowed to come back (assuming sufficient seed is present and
that there is enough topsoil remaining to afford a good seed bed) ,
the mesquite, cactus, weeds, jack rabbits, kangaroo rats, and wood
rats will tend to decrease. Admittedly this process may take
a considerable time, but it seems surer and better than any other,
not only for the soils involved but the waters, the livestock, the
forage, and the ranchman! The process is one of natural control
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of certain rodents and lagomorphs through making the habitat

less hospitable to them, while at the same time permitting some to

remain. Surely it is desirable that some rodents should remain,
for they will constitute the food supply of animals that might
otherwise levy too largely on poultry or game species, and that
may be of considerable value for fur.

Obviously there is some consumption by wood rats of herbs
and grasses that brings them into competition with livestock. In
the authors' graphs of food there appears an appreciable portion
of the wood rat's food that could not be identified. It is doubtless
fair to weigh a part, at least, of this material against the wood rat
in casting up the score of its economic status. The overwhelming
food preference of the wood rat is, however, for cactus and mesquite. A surplus of these foods is always present on the Range
and on similar areas, consequently there is no competition at all,
with livestock, so far as these items are concerned.
CONTROL

Taking into account the total situation, the writers believe that
artificial control measures are unnecessary and even undesirable.

In most instances it is felt that the animal is of neutral or even
beneficial economic status. If a generous stand of climax grass
can be maintained on a range area, there will be very little diffi-

culty with these or other rodents belonging to the brush and weed
stages of range succession. There is, of course, no reason why the

wood rat population, in a particular limited area where the rats
may become excessively abundant, should not be thinned out, or
where they threaten the peace or health of country households
through their harboring of Triatoma. Individuals that create a
nuisance about houses or cabins should also be trapped. But a
general wood rat killing campaign on the open range would do no

appreciable good to range forage. On the other hand, it would
distract attention from the real cause of most difficulties encountered in the arid country-namely, too many livestock for the
actual carrying capacity of the range.

SUMMARY

1. Wood rats, genus Neotoma, are abundant in the western

United States.

2. Neotoma is not closely related in structure, habits, or destructiveness to the rats of the genus Rattus (Norway rat and its
relatives) .
3. Males of N. albigula albigula are consistently larger and
heavier (19.8 per cent) than females, averaging nearly 1/2 pound

in weight.
4. N. a. albigula, the commonest Neotoma of southern Arizona,

meets with several other subspecies with which it doubtless intergrades on the borders of its range. Presumably they are similar in habits.
5. This subspecies ranges from near sea level through Lower
and Upper Sonoran zones to an altitude of 8,200 feet (one record) .
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6. The white-throated wood rat is primarily nocturnal; very
active in work and play; pugnacious toward its fellows when confined; signals by tapping with the hind feet; and ranges out from
its own habitation to others, but is attached to its own den.
7. N. a. albigula breeds from January to August, inclusive, and

is capable of producing litters in close succession. The litters
average 1.95 young each, with a maximum of three. The sex ratio is nearly balanced.
8. The den of the white-throated wood rat is a conspicuous
mound of any available loose debris, beneath which is a partially
subterranean portion with a nest of soft material.
9. Dens are usually located beneath some shrub, tree, or cactus;
occasionally in rock cavities; seldom in the open. Preference is
shown for plants which furnish good shelter, food, or both.
10. A considerable variety of invertebrates, chiefly insects, inhabit or take shelter in wood rat dens.
11. Analyses of 360 stomachs of N. a. albigula (thirty per month

for a year) show that cactus constitutes 44.17 per cent of all its

food and mesquite, 29.8 per cent, a total of 73.97 per cent for these
two items. Grass furnishes but 4.79 per cent of the total food and

is not a principal item at any time. Animal matter, chiefly in-

sects in great variety, furnishes only 0.28 per cent.
12. Quantities of succulents (cactus, etc.) eaten may amount to
from 25 to 43 per cent of body weight of the wood rat in a 24-hour
period, but dry-weight food consumption is on the order of 5 per
cent of body weight.
13. N. a. albigula stores food, but in a somewhat erratic manner.
Stores may be negligible in quantity or large in amount.

14. Predators take some toll of white-throated wood rats in
spite of the protection afforded by the dens, but data are insufficient to properly evaluate the predator influence. Parasites are
of several kinds, with Cuterebra and Triatoma the most conspicuous. The latter breeds in the dens and attacks humans in the
late spring season.
15. The population of albigula on the Santa Rita Range is estimated at 4.78 per acre or a total of 242,862. No definite fluctuations in numbers have been noted.
16. Economically, the wood rat may be rated as: (1) harmful,

in consuming grass, as a nuisance about habitations, damaging
range forage or cultivated plants, disseminating cactus, and harboring blood-sucking insects; (2) neutral, in food habits, its principal foods being not only abundant but even overabundant on
some ranges; or (3) beneficial, as an aid to planting, in aeration
and fertilization of the soil, as a food supply for man and valuable fur animals, or as a pet.
17. Increase of the white-throated wood rat appears to be an
effect rather than a cause of overgrazing-an "animal weed." Its
principal foods are the cactus and mesquite which ranchmen are
actually being paid to remove in some areas; hence, it cannot consistently be rated as injurious.
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18. Large-scale control is not needed and is undesirable. Local
control, to eliminate the nuisance about habitations and get rid
of assassin bugs, is a simple matter of a few snap traps.
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